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ulia Bainbridge's mother stood in the

Crow

tPJs she came out of the coma, Julia

doorway of the kitchen, drying her bands on a
tattered dish towel. "Where are you going?" Mrs.
Bainbridge asked, her voice brittle and overbright.
"I don't know," Julia replied. Seeing the frown
of worry between her mother's eyebrows, she added,
"Probably the usual."
"Don't stay out too late. Ob, there's a college
fair at West Brook High tomorrow."
"I know, Mom. You told me." Julia slung her
purse over her shoulder and left to avoid yet another
argument eoeceming her lade of ambition.
Not a lade of ambition, she told herself. Raw
fear was the face her demon wore. The thought of
stepping over that threshold left her stomach
churning.
A red light stopped her at the intersection of
Madison and Maple. To the left, she could see the
lights of The Colony, a dance place for local
students.
"Tonight I should do something different," she
said out loud, and clicked her left nun signal. Then
the light changed, and without thinking, she drove
straight ahead instead ofnuning. The driver
behind her blared his horn, and she hunched down
in her seat, feeling the heat rush to her- face.
Instead of The Colooy, she had beaded toward her
usual evening destination. the Cuppa Cafe.
The car behind her sped up and passed her,
and she caught a glimpse of movement that
suggested an obscene gesture from the driver.
"Sorry." she muttered, slowing down to put more
distance between them. As she continued on, she
said, "rm such a waste. I am a complete idiot."
A pair of headlights bobbled into her lane, but
only for an instant, and she was watching the side
of the road for the tum into Cuppa Cafe. A
moment later, the other car was there, in her path,
moving much to fast for her to do anything to stop
the crash.

remembered nothing of the accident except that
moment when the other car's headlights seared her
eyeballs. It was as though someone had cut a piece
from her life and spliced together what remained.
"I've lost a whole year?" she asked,
bewildered.
"Don't push yourself too bard," warned the
thcnpist her doctor bad recommended. "The
events of that night may come back in time. But
you have to accept that you may nevc:r remember."
By the time the man who hit her car went to
trial a few weeks later, she still wasn't well enough
to leave the hospital. "You aren't needed to testify,"
her mother said, trying to keep her in bed.
"I need to be there. It would help to see him go
to jail. Closure," she added, throwing in ooe of the
therapist's terms. When her mother showed signs
of wavering, though, the doctor stepped in and told
her she couldn't go. More time in traction. More
rest for her body. More tests to be sure the coma
hadn't damaged her mind forever.
Her mother kept her posted oo the trial, partly
to try to help her piece the events of that night
together. Despite the evidence of a blood-alcohol
content high above what the law allowed, the other
driver insisted that he had only swerved to avoid an
animal in the road. "He said it was like a dog, a
wild dog," reported her mother. "Maybe he meant
a coyote. Did you see a ~?"
"I don't," the words came slowly, "remember."
She knew those blank spots frightened her mother
far more than the physical wounds. It was as if the
coma lurked in the shadows, waiting to strike her
down again. "I don't remember a coyote," she
repeated.
As she recovered from the accident, her parents
begged her to go to college, and when she showed
no interest, began making suggestions of volun.work or offered the names of friends who might be
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him before.
"The )imp's better."
She scuffed her toe in the dirt at the edge of the
trail. "Yeah. Better."
He held the Jure up to the sunlight and studied
it. "You need something to do." He still hadn't
looked at her. as he tucked the finished fly into a
plastic box.
"I'm busy getting well." It was what she told
her parents.
"Are you?" He turned his back to her and took
out a custom case for a fishing rod. Annoyed. she
continued on her way.
Halfway through the six miles she usually
covered in her daily walk, she stopped at a point
where the edge of the river rose up and overlooked
Rusty Bar. a pile of stone that jutted out of the
water only a few yards from the bank. Around it
the current broke into swirls and eddies that
mesmerized Julia. As she looked for patterns in the
ripples, the knot of tension within her loosened. so
that when the coyote suddenly reappeared below
her, she only jumped a little.
Once she took the time to really look at it. she
realized that it wasn't a very big animal, like a
good-sized dog but thinner and more rangy. It
a-ouched at the water's edge and drank. its ears
cocked forward. Something startled it and it leaped
to its feet. snapping at the empty air. Julia backed
away, afraid that the animal was rabid, but it
ignored hc:c as it went slinking up and down the
river bank. sniffing at the beat-aaclced mud,
chewing on sticks, and poking at rocks with its
nose.
Finally it seemed to find what it was looking
for. Someoee had collected smooth river rodes,
some no bigger than a fist and others larger than
Julia's head. and stacked them haphazardly.
balancing them one atop anothtt at aazy angles so
that at first glance it appeared a flood bad piled
them there, But as she examined them more
closely. she saw crude sculptures. One might have
been a deer. with dry branches for antlers. Another
looked like a seated man, though the figure was
bulky in the wrong places, and the sculptor had
used moss-covered stones that gave it an odd tinge
even in the bright sunlight.
The coyote pawed at the green man and the
deer in tum, but the smooth rocks held their places.
Julia wondered whether she should drive it away to
protect the artwork, but even if the coyote
succeeded in damaging one, it could always be put
back together. Before she could decide, the animal

willing to give her a job.
"I don't want charity." she bad said, making
the effort to speak slowly so her voice would stay
clear and even. "I don't want to wonder ifl'm only
there because someone--" the word eluded her for a
moment-"because someone felt obligated to you."
"But they'll see what you're capable of," her
mother argued.
"I'm capable of nothing." She turned away.
then faced her mother again, holding up a band that
would not stop trembling. "Nothing."
"It will take time," said her mother. brushing
Julia's hair out of her eyes.
Aftc:c that, Julia began taking the bus to the
library. spending long hours immersed in books to
avoid her mother's patient, uncomprehending
encouragement. She stumbled upoo a book of
world mythology and folklore. and marveled at a
world in which gods walked. How would it be, she
mused. to be healed in an instant?

l

he coyote's tawny-gray coat blended with

the sun-bleached grass and river rock; ooly the
sense of sudden and unexpected movement at the
comer of Julia's vision betrayed its presence,
When she saw the coyote she started. and her
sneakers caught on the broken asphalt at the edge
of the bike trail. At the sound of her sruftling. the
coyote turned its long muzzle in her direction,
uttered one yelp, and then trotted off through the
Jive oaks in the direction of the river.
Julia let out a sigh that mixed relief with
annoyance, as she brushed the dirt from bc:c knees
and hands. As she walked on, she noticed that her
limp was a little more pronounced. but she made a
conscious effort to shrug off the thougbL The sun
blazed all around her. and a hawk coasted on an
updraft overhead. She couldn't hear the river; a
second year of drought bad slowed it to a crawl.
"A dry year for me. too." she murmured. Yet
the river at least had a sure course to follow. its
destination ever the same despite its meandering.
On a weekday morning the trail by the Blue
River was almost always deserted, except for a few
people like her with time on their hands.
"I didn't see you yesterday." The old man at
the picnic table wrapped red thread around the
fishing lure and tied it.
Julia shrugged. "Doctor's appointment," She
guessed he was talking to her. though be sat in the
shadows and didn't look at her. He seemed
familiar, though she was sure she'd never spoken to
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gave up its task, and, raising its leg at a jaunty

and finally she tore out that page and threw it into
the recycling bin in the garage.
For the next several days she saw the coyote
when she walked, but only from a distance. The
strange scarecrow man she saw not at all. The rock
sculptures remained unchanged, even though they
still looked as if a stiff breeze-or a nudge from a
curious ooyote-<X>Uld topple them.
So her life was static until the day she signed
the papers with the insurance company.
"Do you feel vindicated?" asked Dr.
Ravenshaw.
Julia shrugged.
"How do you feel? You won't have to fight a
lengthy court battle."
"I never thought I would. The othea- driver was
drunk. They knew they would have to pay. It was
only a matter of when."
"But what do you want from life now? Where
are you going?"
Julia thought for a moment. "Where would I
go? Any step could put me out in traffic again."
She shied away from that line of thought. "The
settlement means ... little."
Dr. Ravenshaw pushed a strand of graying hair
out of her eyes. The older woman's expression
remained neutral, but Julia caught an underlying
current of impatience. "What does have meaning
for you?"
"I don't understand." Julia took refuge in
confusion.
"I'm wondering what you want from the rest of
your life. There seems to be a lack of connection ..
. no, it's as if you're deliberately cutting all
connection to reality. Cocooning yourself."
Julia sat forward, her hands clenched into fists.
"That man took a year of my life, a year that Iwas
lying in a coma, knowing nothing, being nothing.
He almost took it all. How can I be sure it won't
happen again?"
As always when Julia turned the tables and
asked questions, the therapist shook her head and
didn't answer. And as always, Julia left a short
time later feeling unresolved, as if she had spent an
hour searching a library for a certain book, to learn
that the only copy was written in ameiform.

angle, winated on the deer.
As it lowered its leg, its yellow-green gaze met
Julia's, and its muzzle opened in a tongue-lolling
grin. She couldn't help smiling back at its defiance.
'Probably feels like he's getting even with the guy
that intruded on his tenit<Jry,' she thought.
And then she heard the coyote say, "Be careful,
cub. The walkers are abroad."
The voice growled in her ears, echoing even
after the breeze swallowed the words. That same
breeze kicked up a drift of dust at her. She choked
back a sneeze and rubbed the sheen of tears out of
her eyes, but when she glanced down again at the
rock sculptures, the coyote had vanished.
The incidc:ot started to drift to the back of her
mind as she continued along the trail toward the
access road that led to her street. Other, more
pressing concerns pushed to the fore, such as
whether she should accept the settlement the
insurance company had offi:red. That would mean
another ending-and beginning. More choices. She
was so wrapped up in her thoughts that she when
she encountered another hiker going in the opposite
directioo, she moved out of the way without a
glance.
The way that his breath hissed raised her eyes.
He was staring at ha- with a scornfu] cxpr~oo.
Though she couldn't figure out why he might be
angry, she murmured, "Sorry," as she stepped past
him. He stalked on without answering, his arms
swinging violently like an animated scarecrow, and
she couldn't help staring. The shoes he wore
particularly caught her attention: rather than
hiking boots or sneakers, he wore homemade

moccasins.
As she watched him walk away, she noticed
the air around him shimmer like beat haze. When
she focused her eyes, the haze darkened and
writhed, and a rent appeared in it, just above the
man's head. Unable to look away despite the
churning fear in her gut. she waited to see what
might lie beyond that bole. Then the man paused
in mid-stride, his body shifting as if he was about to
tum around, and she spun away, hurrying
homeward.

L

ater, she tried to put the experiences into

~

words for the journal her therapist, Dr. Ravenshaw,
had instructed her to keep. She felt the words
slithering away from what had happened, though,

11 week when she took her walks, she

looked for the coyote but he was nowhere to be
found. She hoped it hadn't been bit by a car on the
access road, or been caught poaching someone's
pets. She felt like a coyote herself sometimes, along
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over and over until she was dizzy.
He moved away from her, pacing around the
statues, bis steps quick and careful. She knew he
was sniffing, testing the air. "Soon," he murmured.
"Soon what?" While she knew she should be
wary of a god, especially one known as the
Trickster, curiosity got the best of caution. "Did
you make these? What are they going to do?"
"I did not make these. Gab!" He spat at the
foot of the man-figure, and Julia sme!led the sharp
scent of ozone. Coyote shook himself and growled
low in his throat. "These are the work of fools."
"I think they're rather nice. Primitive."
He rolled bis eyes. "These are gods. The kind
that trade blood for rain."
Julia gasped. "Blood for rain? You mean
there's some kind of cult operating down here on
the nature trail?" She glanced around, but there
was no one in sight, no sound but the birds and the
murmur of the river.
When she started to leave, Coyote caught her
arm. "They mean well, but ... there is no place for
them-" he gestured at the statues-"here and now."
Julia shuddered, her mind calling up pictures
of ancient rites she had seen in National
Geographic. A chill aawled at the base ofbcr
nedc. She didn't like the implications of the
conversation. and she bad her doubts about Coyote
as well. "Why are you telling me this?"
"I thought you would like to know."
She frowned. lfbe was not exactly forthright,
at least it was in character. "So bow come there's
no statue of you?"
"I never left. I adapted. People tell my stories
in many places." He paused. "Midsummer night is
coming.· That's a night of power."
"What are you suggesting?"
He shrugged. "In the stories, there are
talismans that give the hero power. Find your
talisman."
"Find my-"
"What is that?" He was staring over her
shoulder, eyes wide, so she turned to see what had
startled him. The river was empty except for the
currents. At the sound ofa yip oflaugbter, she
looked back in time to see Coyote's brush of a tail
vanish up over the embankment.
"Hey! Come back here." There was no reply.
She climbed up the rise to the trail, feet
slipping in the sandy soil, and turned toward home,
muttering under her breath. "'Find a talisman,' he
says. Does be expect me to do something about
this?" She threw up her arms in exasperation. then
lowered them again when she realized someone was

in a hostile world; the difference perhaps being that
she sensed her isolation.
At her stopping place, she paused and looked
down at the sculptures. Perhaps it was only her
imagination, but it seemed there was a new figure:

a sharp-fanged snake with its tail rising up over its
back.
She thought about the coming week. The next
day she had another appointment with the therapist,
but still no answers for the woman. Worse, her
mother had begun to sing the same song as Dr.
Ravenshaw: "You need to do something besides
wander around the park alone. You can't let that
drunk steal the rest of your life." No one
understands, she thought, as frustration boiled in
her.
For several days she'd fought the desire to
climb down the embankment to the river's edge and
examine the statues more closely, because she'd
read that leaving the paths in a park could damage
fragile plants. That morning, fed up with 'shoulds'
and 'shouldn'ts', she gave in to impulse, and picked
her way along the narrow trail that led to the water.
At close range, the works only measured two or
three feet in height, and it was harder to tell what
they represented. She reached out and gave the
deer's head a gentle push, then inaeased the
pressure when the stone held firm. Hunkering
down, she looked at the point where two stones
joined. There was no sign of glue, or any other
evidence that they had been linked by artificial
means.
She pushed again, and a voice behind her said,
"It is not wise to touch those."
Julia jumped to her feet and spun around,
afraid that the artist had come back to look at bis
work and caught her in an act of vandalism. "Did
you make these? I'm really sorry. I wasn't trying to
wredc them, I just wanted to see how they hold
together."
"Magi c. "
"Magic?" She stared. The man she faced
seemed at first to be quite old, with iron-gray hair,
and brown skin seamed and spotted by time. That
surprised her, for his voice had a youthful lilt to it.
He reminded her of the fisherman. Then she
caught his green-gold gaze. and knew who-«
what-he was.
"Coyote," she breathed.
He inclined bis head and smiled, the tip of bis
tongue protruding between his teeth. "Very good.
Most people need so many explanations."
Words clogged her throat, and she felt as
though she was caught in the river current, turned
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watching her. A glance over her shoulder revealed
the scarecrow man, surrounded by that haze.
Julia met his stare and looked away. Rather
than go, however, she continued to watch him,
wondering what it was about him that caught her
attention; the aura, she decided, which bung about
him; a cloud of power, she added, and with that
thought something in her mind clicked into place.
She almost turned away, but a glance down the
bike trail showed nothing but an empty stretch of
asphalt. Only she was there to sense the miasma of
evil that surrounded the scarecrow man. He
stepped into the underbrush, and Julia crept behind
him. A spell, she thought. I need something to
keep me quiet. Focusing on every step so her old
injl.U)' wouldn't betray her, she left the trail. As she
walked, she thought, "I am a shy squirrel. I am a
moving branch. I am an invisible wind," and it
seemed to her that her body was lighter, her
movements more sure.
The scarecrow man stopped once to look
around, but bis eyes skimmed over her so quickly
that she knew her mantra must have worked. He
left the trail and knelt before the statue of the green
man, and the hair on the nape of Julia's neclc:
priclc:led as though she was about to be strode by
lightning. The scarecrow man voiced a low chant,
and the hue around him darkened and aadded.
Long after be left, Julia sat in the bushes with
her chin in her hands. She sensed a great evil in
the man's actions, but bow was she supposed to stop
him? She had no powers, no talisman.

IF

Ordinarily Julia hated beepers, but the
distraction gave her a chance to come up with a
new topic of conversation. "rm thinking of making
some changes," she told the therapist.

5omething nagged at Julia during the ride
home on the light rail, but it wasn't until she
stepped off the train at the last station that she
realized her therapist had solved at least one of her
problems.
At home, she dialed the number of a friend. "I
have a favor to ask," she said.

Just

before sunset that evening, Julia set out

with a sack.lunch, a flashlight, and her talisman.
She found a secluded spot on the river to eat, and
then hid herself in the bushes near the statue of the
green man and waited.
The scarecrow man arrived first, in the
shadows of dusk, but others joined him as the
woods darkened. For some reason she had expected
thirteen, but there wa'C nine, five women and four
men. OnJy the scarecrow man had that aura of
power, though, and the others deferred to him.
The cultists lit candles and set them up on a
flat stone, then performed a ritual ablution in the
river. Finally they formed a circle around the stag,
snake, and green man and joined hands. As they
chanted, the wind rose, carrying a chamel stink of
blood and death. Julia shivered and wrapped her
arms around herself.
Glancing up through the tree branches, she saw
stars prickling the night sky. The chanting rose in
pitch, each voice speaking different words in a
different pattern,jarring Julia's ears with a
cacophony of sound. When she looked back at the
circle, the candle flames danced wildly against the
wind, then were blown out one by one. As the last
few guttered and died, she noticed that the shadows
of the statues seemed to be growing and flexing.
The scarecrow man uttered a hoarse,
triumphant scream as everything went dark.
Blinking to adjust her sight, Julia stood and pitched
her talisman-Lisa's cellular pheoe--into the midst
of the cultists, and let out a whoop ofber own at the
sound of plastic shattering against stone, and the
rumble of rocks falling.
Not wanting to miss anything, she turned the
flashlight oo the crowd and saw the pale, startled
faces of the cultists, and some dark bulk within the

or the remainder of that day and all

through the next morning, Julia pondered her
predicament. She believed Coyote had been telling
her to stop the scarecrow man, she had every
intention of trying to, but she still had no idea how.
Dr. Ravenshaw sensed her troubled mood.
"Tell me about what's bothering you."
"Well, you see," began Julia, then snapped her
mouth shut. There was no way to explain her
encounter with Coyote without sounding certifiable.
"Just restless, I guess," she concluded lamely.
The therapist waited for her to elaborate, and
just as the silence between them became
uncomfortable, a beep interrupted.
Julia released a sigh of relief as the therapist
jumped and picked up the smalJ rectangular box on
her desk. "I thought I put that in the drawer," the
woman murmured with a slight frown, and
apologized as she slipped it into the desk.
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out. its inky depths hiding
everything within it
The scarecrow man hissed. "Who has brought
a thing of the moment into our circle of the etemaJ?
Who dares corrupt the timeless with an object of
this time?"
"I do." She shifted the beam of the flashlight
so that it shone briefly on her faoe. He took a step
toward her.
"The police are coming." she told him, hoping
she sounded confident. Something brushed her
knee and growled, and she looked down and saw
Coyote. More growls echoed behind her, and the
cultists started to flee. But the darkness clung to
their heels and one by screaming one it sucked
them in, shrinking as it did until it had deflated like
a black balloon with a small hole in it. The darker
patch of shadow vanished with a hiss.·
Coyote got to his feet, in the shape of a man.
"Well done," he said.
Before she could reply, a high-pitched beeping
resonated. Julia glanced at the shattered remains
of Lisa's phone, but it couldn't be making the noise.
Then she noticed Coyote patting bis pockets, and to
her surprise he puJled out a pager.
"You carry a beeper?" She fought down a
wave oflaugbter.
"I'm a busy fellow." He checked the screen and
tucked it back in his shirt pocket.
"Wait a minute." She tried to grab his arm, but
he was suddenly oo the other side of hc:r, grinning.
"I just wrecked a perfi::ctly good cell phone that
doesn't even belong to me, and you could have done
this yourself?"
"Why would Iwant to wrcclc my pager?" His
smile became more conciliatory. "I am the
Trickster. You knew that from the beginning."
She shook her head in bewilderment and
turned toward home, Coyote's laughter echoing in
the shadows.

around a mouthful of com Oakes.
"You're going to miss another appointment
with Dr. Ravenshaw."
"rm not going." She was about to turn back to
her cereal when she realized that a sheen of tears
had misted her mother's eyes. "What?"
Hc:r mother's hands twisted around themselves.
"I'm sony. I swore I wouldn't say anything. Ijust" she sighed. "I just feel so angry."
"At me?"
"No. Yes. I hate to see you slip away from us
like this."
"I'm not." She paused. "I'll go to see Dr.
Ravenshaw. But it's not going to help."
"No. I suppose not." Mrs. Bainbridge ghosted
out of the room.
"Only Ican help myself now," murmured Julia.
Yet, true to her word, she went to keep the
appointment.
As she moved along the covered walkway in
the old town of Santa Carlita where the therapist's
office was located., she saw a shimmering in the air
down the block. Fear clutched at her; fur a moment
she thought the scarecrow man bad returned to take
revenge. Then she noticed the difference in the
haze, a coruscating blend of apple green and gold.
Standing oo bc:r tiptoes. she spotted a shaggy
gray head, and ttmgnized Coyote.
Julia wormed through the aowd, ignoring the
voice in her bead that told her she would be late for
her appointment. Her heart sank when a rent
opened in the air, the same bright colors as Coyote's
aura and eyes. As she hesitated, he turned and
glanced over his shoulder, tip of bis tongue
showing as be grinned, and vanished in an instant.
· The hole hung in the air lilce a curtain, and
pedestrians parted and flowed around it without
seeming to notice. Julia looked back once at the
wooden sign that marked her therapist's office, then
at the bole in the air. Io that moment of hesitation,
it healed itself and flickered out of existence.
She sighed, disappointed that her reluctance
bad cost her another adventure. At that moment,
her gaze fell on a sign at the next intersection. In
green letters on a yellow baclcground it read, 'Santa
Carlita Community College,' with an arrow
pointing to the right This time she didn't look
bade. "I am rushing wind in the trees," she
whispered. "I am sunlight dancing on green
grass."

circle that moved

~

s the days passed., her encounter with

Coyote and the cultists achieved a dream-like
quality, and when she stopped to think of it, she
wondered if it had al] been a hallucination, a battle
she had to fight to continue healing.
One morning she was eating breakfast when
she felt someone behind her. She glanced over her
shoulder, andjwnped at the sight of her mother,
stone-still, in the doorway. "What?" she asked
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smoke that the town's imitation of a titan got lost
inside it. After the smoke cleared. he was found
face down against the dried earth, coughing smoke
and temporarily blind.
Another time they had all gone after him in a
mob, yelling and cursing, hoping they could get a
hold of him and ....
But that had not worked either.
The bicyclist would simply appear one day
and snatch the first baby in sight By the time
anybody noticed that a baby was missing, the
bicyclist would already be far away (too far to get
caught). with the little bundle tight under one arm.
The beat distorted him as be pedaled towards the
horizon ... where be disappeared, mothers and
fathers staying behind nooplused. Some had such
fits of rage that they would start scraping the
earth, throwing fistfuls of dust and rocks in the hot
air after that diabolical being that made their lives
so insecure and miserable.
Later came the thought of what happened to
the toddlers. Did he take them far away into the
mountains, abandoning them there to die? Maybe
he stole children just for the hell of it Perhaps his
only thrill in life was to anguish people purposely
and to make them suffer for whatever he thought
had been an injustice committed against him years
before. Had he been abducted himself as a child
and was he now looking for revenge?
The people of the town did not know, they did
not care; they only wanted their children back if
that was at all possible. They did not think it was.
But how would they ever ....

,.bUn! Oh,no ... soo ofa bitch!"
But there went the one-eyed bicyclist with the

amazingly long grin. He had stolen the third baby
that month.
He seemed unstoppable, so slippery that be
was always able to escape after being followed by
at least half the town. Some people had been able
to put their bands OD him but their grips would not
last, the bandit slipping away like an oversized.
wet bar of soap.
The third baby that month. The bicyclist
would come at the most \Dlexpected times, always
catching the town off-guard.
They bad tried hiding the babies, but they
were being stolm all the same; sometimes, all the
distraught mothers ever saw was the thick cloud of
dust that the bicyclist left as be got away with the
crying bundle. By then. of course, it was too late.
How could they catch anybody in such an
advanced vdiicle? Bicycles were believed to be
mythical, a product of f.anciful tales and legends.
But this one was real. down to the very inaedibly
&st speed the thing was rumored to be able to
achieve.
They wa-e simple folk. How were they
supposed to compete against such an ingenious
artifact?
Many things bad been tried.
Once, they had decided to train a young man
in bow to catch a bicyclist. They made him get in
shape, nmning. exercising. and thus be had
become the best shot at capturing the man on the
bicycle.
The idea bad been that the young man would
go after him as be pedaled by, catch up with him,
grab him and take him down.
But that did not work.
Instead, the bicyclist flew by the young man,
pedaling so fast that he left such a thick cloud of

One

night, as the small town tried to &II

asleep in the tranquillity of the vast desert, its
inhabitants discussed possible ways of catching the
bicyclist They always saw the same thing when
he swept through town - his one visible eye,
hidden deep within the cowl which covered his
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They were anxious for their next eacoenter.
The pillaging had been going oo for a little over a
year now. It was time for this bicyclist to pay for
all the griefhe had caused.

head and part of his face, And then thCR was the
grin, a hideous, yellow-toothed smirk that the

bicyclist wue with pride. Sometimes it seemed
that he had no face, only the eye and the grin
inhabited the darkness within the clodles. The eye
always gleamed wbm he flew by scme bewildered
witness. Glimpses of the bicyclist~
all the
toWn.speoplehad seen of him; glimpses of him and
the bicycle that made him untouc:bable.
"Aha!, yes, bCR it is; hCR is the idea that will
end the whole thing the next time he puts his
wheels on this town!" Mile.a. the town's mechanic,
said. By mec:banic they meant that this was the
man with the most technical knowledge, which
meant that he was the person who would repair
anything that had fallen apart. mostly with nails
and town-made glue. He was more like a

rt:!)f}

lrie)i~ alright, people; we're just

about ready here." Mika walked across the sole
earthen street in the ghostly town, unwinding a
thick rope. He had tied it upon that striped pole in
front of the barber shop.
People coughed as a strong wind swept
through the town lifting dust and spinning it
around and about and through their systems. For a
second they panicked with the idea of it being
caused by the bicyclist. .. false alarm.
Mika stood on the boardwalk on the opposite
side of the street with still a good ten feet of rope
looped from his hand to his elbow.
"Now, what I want you all to do," he
instructed, "is pull as hard as you can and to keep
the rope as tight as it will go. When the bicyclist
oomes along - whammo! Is that clear?
Everybody know what they're supposed to do?"
He saw coafused faoes staring at him shyly.
Mika explained again. This time they
understood.
They waited.
The townspeople took turns at the rope,
nervously touching it, caressing it at times,
practicing. They wanted to make sure that
nothing would go wrong.
Women and children and the feeble helped
boost morale, and fed the stroog men and women
at the rope.
Three days went by without a trace of the
damned bicyclist.
They were beginning to get bored.
The heat was intense. The horizon quivered,
as if seen through transparentjelly.
On the fourth day, slowly, a dark form
appeared far away. It advanced towards the town
steadily but slowly, as if it were crawling.
The people at the rope called Mika, who had
been resting for a couple of hours. He
immediately arrived, his hair disarranged and his
eyes squinting. They pointed him in the direction
of the approaching object. It was bard to tell.
The object stopped.
Mika and the townspeople stared at each other
anxiously. Maybe it was nothing, maybe ....

carpenter.
"Ob, yes," continued Mika. 'ibis is the one
that'll make him Oip over in his infernal
machine ... and we'll be right there to catc:b him
and give him a good beating and, who knows?,
maybe we could even hang him!"
"No!" protested the crowd. They were decent,
quiet, respectable people; they were not going to
hang anybody. What they were planning. they
planned out of necessity. They needed to defend
themselves, that was all.
"Alright, alright, wc don't have to lynch him,
we'll just wing him, let him know that we're not
kidding."
The townspeople agreed firmly. So what was
the plan?
"The plan is, we go right to the middle of the
town, the very center of Main. and there wc tie a
rope - one end of it on the barber shop pole, you
know, the one with the white and red stripes. So
my idea is to tie the rope there and wait for that
bastard to come cruising down the street, and
when he reaches that point, whammo, we pull on
the rope from the other side of the street and he
runs into it and there he is on the ground, ready to
get a lynching."
No lynching. they had said.
"Alright, alright. But, anyway, there he is on
his back, trying to get up like a turtle upside down.
Ha, what do you think about that?!"
They were stunned. No wondcr- Mika was the
mechanic. He was so incredibly smart.
For a moment there was silence. Slowly, after
what Mika had said had begun to sink in, they
started nodding in approval until the room was
bustling excitedly. Finally it seemed they would
be able to put their hands on this monster.
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The object started moving again. It was
gaining speed rapidly. Soon a cloud of dust rose
behind it, following it like an ever-elongating tail.
The bicyclist!
Every person who was not at the rope left to
hide behind the brown ancient buildings. They
pressed their cheeks against the walls, praying for
evc:rytbing to go right, The wood was hot.
Mika had one last detail to arrange. He
produced a small, white bundle - a baby lookalike - and placed it right on the edge of the
street, on the arms of a wooden scarecrow that he
had fixed so that it would look like one of so many
mothers whose babies had been stolen.
The bicyclist was closer. Now the bottom half
of his body could be seen jerking frantically under
the blaclc outfit, pedaling. The people imagined
him grinning already, and wondered if they would
have the opportunity to wipe off that horrendous
smile and maybe pludc his chameleon eye out...
no, there would be no lynching, only a lesson

He spotted his bicycle lying some distance off
and made a nm for it. He squeezed through the
crowd, but Milca got to the vehicle first, stomping
on the bicyclist's hand when he reached for the
bike. Mika's foot danced hard on the hand as if
putting out a cigar. The hand bled, and Mika
heard a moan from within the dark cowl.
"You're not so tough without your bike, ch?
You son of a bitch! We ought to lynch you right
here."
When Mika looked at the rest of the people,
he saw that that was exactly what they had in
mind. They stared with disgust and contempt at
the figure kneeling on the floor. Here, so close
within reach, was the thing that had caused all the
misery they could handle. They had suffered
through hunger and droughts, fires and storms, but
this... this thing in front of them had managed to
instill unbearable pain and anger. Against the
elements there was nothing they could do, but
against th.is mere bicyclist, well ....
"Where are the babies?" someone asked with
the borrowed voice of the town.
They saw the bicyclist grin his grin.
Now they would lynch him for sure.
"Wait!" yelled Mika, of all people. "We are
simple people, decent folk, not lynchers or
murderers. Bring the children. Let them take
justice in their bands and punish as they see fit."
The children were already there, with stones
and sticks almost indented in their grasps; so hard
they were squeezing.
And one of them cast the first stone.
The rest followed, throwing rocks and sticks
and hollering after the fleeing beast, who
staggered on foot to the edge of town, where he
fell momentarily on one knee. The children went
after him with more stones and more shouts, until
the bicyclist, faltering and with torn and dirty
clothes, disappeared far away.
Then Milca and the rest of the adults tied a
rope around the beck wheel of the bicycle and put
up a post at the entrance of the town. They hung
the bicycle on that post, as a warning to anybody
who thought that just because they had some fancy
artifact, seemingly invincible, they had no right to
disturb and torment peaceful and decent people.
The town was not scared anymore. The
children played out under the sun again,
carelessly, as is the duty of every child.
Mika and the men went back to their working
lives.
But the mothers ... the mothers still wept for
their stolen babies.

taught
The bicyclist was about to enter" the town.
Everybody was in positioo. There were four
people holding on to the rope, awaiting Mika's
signal. If the bicyclist stopped for a moment, he
would see a thin, straight line of earth inexplicably
shivering la"OSS the street.
But he did not stop.
He pedaled so fast. It was hard to see him
against the S\Dl and against the cloud of smoke
that had become so large now, like a dry, black
ball of snow rolling down a long slope.
He was almost at the mark.
He did not hesitate. His speed was amazing.
Paper and weed fluttered as he flew by.
He stretched out one arm, the hook that
snatched the babies. He hunched, cocked and
ready to strike, picking up one last boost of speedAnd suddenly,just before he could touch the
fake victim, he flung off his bike like a stone from
a slingshot dud. The bicycle plainly fell on its side
like a dog playing dead.
The bicyclist stood up, wheezing and
coughing, pressing against his chest with one hand
and fanning the smoke out of his face with the
other. The smoke cleared little by little. He
stopped coughing.
Dark forms surrounded him and stared.
A swift breeze carried the remaining dust
away. The view was clear.
At least fifty people surrounded the bicycleless
being. Every single look was fixed on him.
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Letters of Comment:
sincerity from American public life that the vast majority of
American readers are incapable of recognizing these qualities
when they appear in fiction. It is tar more important and obvious,
MC#22.
Squidgcboodle says, that the protagonist ultimately becomes a
Finger Hag. Her victory stems, he says, not from her sincerity, but
MEMO
from the oompleteness of her surrender to the powers that arc
oppressing
her people; her brothers fil.iled the quest because they
FROM: Snipcsnoobet. Special Infernal Investigator
thought that they could bargain and retain some independence.
TO:
Distinguished Members of the lnfemaJ
The irresistibility of Infernal Powers is a point we wish
Committee to Oversee the Work of the Infernal
continually to emphasize, and this story does so admirably.
Committees
Grossmoulocb also places Kathryn Kennedy's "The
RE:
Impending Publication of Mythic Circle
Mother Tree," high on the list ofsubversive stories whose
#22: Grossmouloch's call for Squidgcboodle's
publication should at all costs have been prevented. Not only, he
removal
says, does it offer en~g
charactc:rs, interesting situations,
imaginative mythopoeic writing and a surprise ending. but also it
I have completed my review of the history of •n.e
Mythic Circle" and the developing imbroglio among valued devils conveys, subtly yet oompellingly, ocrta.in points which we wish, al
all costs, to kept from the attention of readers: that patience is a
which has disturbed the minds of those Lower Down. Ioffer the
virtue worth ai.ltivating and trust cannot be rushed. h is hard to
following account and my suggestions for the resolution of this
overestimate the damage it might do the Infernal cause if very
unfortunate conflict.
large numbers of people develop the virtues of patience and
A new issue of The Mythic Circle. #22, is indeed about
respect for trust.
Squidgcboodle responds briefly that from
to come out. Grossmouloch, Chair of the Department of Moderate
Grossmouloch's words. )'OU would think people read stories
Vandalism and Scurrilous Graffiti. offers an alarming assessment
deliberately in order to be indoctrinated by oounterin.fcmal ideas.
of the dangers in represents. There is fear thal it may, ifit
Readers, be says, will be too caught up in the epic battle between
continues, make some progress towards its expressed goeJ, to
Tia and the leaf~
to nocice any of these points. Admittedly,
cultivale and develop writers in that tradition ofC. S. Lewis, J. R.
the story may offer readers a few minutes of pleasant escapism,
R. Tolkien. and Oiarles Williams. so wcompromisingly
which we would deny them ifwe could.
antithetical to Infernal aims. Oo the other band. Squidgeboodle,
With Jennifer Crow's "Dance with the Tridcster,"
Ditcctor of the Office of lnfema1 Propepnda, defends bis own
record in this maatcr, arguing that be has considerably impeded the Grossmouloch goes on at some lc:ogth deploring the entertainment
this merry yet suspenseful story is likely to give readers, and what
progress of•Tbe Mythic Circl~, and that the fixm in which #22
a disaster it would be if they should learn courage and adaptability
now appears offers us. not a disaster, but a field fiir opportunities.
from it. To this, Squidgcbood)e only answers that be hopes
Consideration of these issues requires that we bn:ak down our
admiration fur Coyote the Tridater will catch on, and many
examination into several categories: production and editorial
policies, letters of oomment. individual wortcs.. Afterwards, I offer adolescents will learn to admire supernatural beings who
my recommendations.
mysteriously cause automobile accidents and never own up to it,
First. as to publishing history, while Grossmouloch is
and who encourage )'OUl'lg women to destroy their friends' eel I
enraged that any MC is ooming out. Squidgeboodle points out that
phones.
the editors of MC had projected two issues, but are only
This is enough summary to give the distinguished
publishing one, and so be should be given acdit for cutting their
committee the flavor oftbe exchange. We must tum to the
production in halt: Grossmouloch is offended that there arc Ii vely question of the letters of comment. Grossmoulochdeplores the
illustrations, while Squidgeboodle boasts that be bas denied the
fact that there arc any at all, but Squidgeboodle secs promise in
editors the help of all but one illustraror. Grossmouloch is
the Letters fur much bitterness and dissension amoog readers of
offended that they have a Letters of Comment section. and
•Tue Mythic Circle." The editors publish such letters partly
Squidgeboodle points out that there are only two letters in it, and
because they are deluded enough to believe that it is helpful for
in these letters lie the seeds of futwc dissensions among the
writers to known the frank opinions of their readers, no matter
writers. The distinguished demons clash sharply on the dangers
what form they take. But mostly they publish them because they
represented by individual stories.
aim to serve "developing writers" in a variety of age groups who
For ex.ample, coooeming Stepan Olapmm's "Down
wish to improve their craft. Tbercfure, they especialJy want
Among the Fmgcr ~
.. Grossmouloch points out in disgust that constructive criticism, aiticism which points out a work's virtues
it offers the readers a &st moving Story, told in a simple, yet witty
as well as its flaws and suggests improvements. However, in the
style, in which proud, calai.lating people who desire gjory are
only letters Squidgcbood)e allowed the editors to receive, most of
overthrown, while an innocent protagonist, sincere in her desire to the space is taken up with praise or soomfu1 dismissal, and very
serve the oommoo good, accomplishes the quest and proves
little with oonstructive aiticism. Squidgcboodle was particularly
victorious. Tbere is no need to review the reasons why stories
tickled with phrases like, "'Pride' was complete High School lit
with such counterinfernal themes should be suppressed whenever
mag formula regurgigatioo of something we've heard before (and
possible. Squidgeboodle, however, scof& at this analysis.
better) many times, something in which the author puts ANGER
Grossmouloch, be claims, fails to appreciate the fact that what a
and FURY in caps. How can you live with )'OUl'SClt?' and .. Most
reader can gain from a Story is limited by what is already in the
of Shannon• s drawings in here reeked of cutsieness, generic faerie
reader's heart and mind. Recent campaigns by the Infernal
that any of20,000 different teen to twenty-something
Lower Powers have so completely removed simplicity and
mystianythics could pull out of their laurel and hemlock,"
For the benefi: of those writers who like to get comments
on their writing from all possible perspectives, we include this in
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Instead of c:omplaining about the publication of MC 22.
Orossmoulocb should have instigated the penning of more such
phrases; with any luck lifelong enmities could be c:rcated which
would outlast the wretched mapzine itself
When Grossmoulocb modes Squidgcboodle's oonfident
prcdic:tfoothat •The Mythic Circle• editors would abandon their
resolutico to respond individually to each story. the Director of
lnfcmaJ Propegmda turns the argument back upon him. The
editors oontinue not bcc:ause of any great fortitude OD their part but
bcc:ause of Infernal negligence. Walters and Hood simply have not
been harassed enough. Too higti a percc:ntage of the writers who
submitted wcric have rewarded their efforts by patiently revising
and improving their contributions; some writers have even written
tbanlc:ing them for the individual attention. Only a few have
written to argue or oomplain, and not one as yet has ac:tually been
abusive. IfGrossmoulocb had targeted writers on the days when
they received their manusaipts with comments, ifhe had used the
petty nuisances at bis command to. say. spill ootfee. bum toast,
run st.odcin~ stall ear-eegines, or provoke Snec:7.CS at just the
wrong moments, he might have provoked some of the more
vitriolic ones to take out their anger on the editors •The Mythic
Circle,• and we would not still be bothered with this dangerous
"1esponse to all" policy. Squidgcboodle declares that the Central
Committee should tnmsfer some ofGrossmoutocb•s staffto his
own offioe. ifit really wants results.
After reviewing these ll'gUIDCDts. Irecommend that
submmmiuee should be appointed to examine whether infernal
e1bts should coocentrate oo closing down •The Mythic Circle• or
oo subverting it. A3 an interim solution. Squidgcboodle should be
given more staff to increue the petty nuisances at bis disposal, but
nooe of the new assignees should come from GrossmouJocb•s
staff; lest that valuable devil should be discouraged from
continuing in his vigilant sautiny ofSquidgcboodle•soffic:c. I add
that after reviewing the matter, I have no doubt of the essential
OOli'Cdnm ofSquidgcboodle'spolicy, but I think that, like all
administntors, he works best under pressure.

Submitted in the Spirit of the Age,
Snipesnoobct. Special lnvestigaior

• • •
First oft: thanks for the oopy of Mythic Circle. On the
envelope, where you kindly wroce "thanks for the poem" I thought
at first(&: second) glance that it read "thanks for the porn." Of
ooursc, now I am obliged to insert some witty comment about
pocay can be porn. depending OD how you look at it, but nl save
us the cmbarrassmcnL My impressions of the mapzine: I thought
the oover bad a oool sort of comic book look to it: I was fearing
faeries or a portrait of Tori Amos. I would've put the letter from
the eo-ed at the front, it sort of looks like space filler, but as far as
a letter from an editor. I thought it was niocly crisp and
wiprctcnrious and served a specific function: that is, to guard the
magazine &om being a haven for regenerated, rcgurgigated,
uncreative rehashings of precious little myths. I thought the
Searsmith poem was very nice, even though its obscure mythic
title threa1cncd to ghettoize it in my bead before I read it, I
thought the Skin's Silk was extremely bo-hten, you know, the sort
of thing that got thrown in because it was short and name dropped
a mythic figure. Pride was complete High School lit mag formula
rcgurgigation of something we've heard before (and better) many
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times. something in which the author puts ANGER and FURY in
caps. How can you live with yourself? My impression of C.S.
Thompson's Magnetic Counuy. Ididn't feel the presc:ncc of any
real insight, just a writer churning out an exercise in writing a
mythic poem in meter and rhyme. The first stanza impressed me,
and I think if the poet (whoever he or she is) would've just cut it
offafter the second stanD, I woulcrve had a much more favorable
impression. Why? Because the traits that did impress me - some
nioc imagery. nioc oontrol of tone, a rhyme/meter scheme that
doesn't seem too heavy handed - (for two stanzas the rhyme/meter
scbtidc/shit wortcs. but it's much too oonstrictive to support a
twelve stanza poem. especially one that is filled with OOllventions
of"poetic" phrasing and "mythic" imagery) - arc present in their
best funn in the first two stani.as. Oh yes. one really bed oouplct:
"The song that says 'Now oome with me/ And I will give you kisses
three.", On pgs. 14 &: 15, I think: Zach blows me away. I really.
really liked the Oxford Shirt poem, and in the oontcxt of the
mapzi.nc. I was more impressed by At The Bowling Alley than I
had before. rm not really ashamed by my poem, but it's definitely
not one of my best efforts. Some nioc imagination and modest
flourishes oounesy of a few rewrites, but nothing to wet one's
litcnry panties over. I really should've tac:kcd oo the second to
last line onto the paragraph above it, Most ofSbannon•s drawin~
in here reeked of aitsicness. generic &erie that any of20.000
ditfCl'Cnt teen to twc:nty-.somcthin mystianythics could pull out of
their laurel and bemlodc. I liked her pig on 7. If the modus
operandi of the magazine is to appeal to the D & D aowd, don't
change a thing. But if you're intc:rcsted in diverting its focus to
more literary aspirations, I think you are wise to encourage and
solicit worb of a more relevant manner. and to perhaps merely
pay lip servioc to the usual faerie that will always be available and
will likely never grow or expand.
-TonyTost

• • •
I've read my Mythic Circle #21 oover to cover. I think a
writer always loves to see herself in print, so I can hardly give you
an unbiased opinion! My husband (a computer scientist, but a
litcrale one) and I both thought the illustrations for "Witching"
were right on the money. And, Squidgeboodle's treatment of the
story was a sacam.
I am guessing that the review's appcaranc:e will improve as
you develop a funding base for it, Mine came with the oover
stapled on upside down and the last page of"lbe Stem of the Sun"
partially torn out (not that I much regretted the for.eshonc:ning of
that story). You may be able to do some research oo what small,
similarly budgeted publications are doing in terms of inner and
outer stock. print quality. etc.; gloss is probably beyond what you
oould oover right now. There may be some other options for
making it look more professional. though. Certainly some of the
content is getting there.
Of the poetry, I liked Zach &:homburg's best - surprising
infusions of the real with the sU1TC81. Re: the fiction, I thougtit
both "The Attic:" with its artist's angst-riddled rants and "The Stem
of the S1m with its bizarre Wonderlandish meets Rats narrative
would never end! They were loosely plotted and melodramatically
thematized for my tastes. I liked better Scbaefct's "Message to the
King" - enjoyed fitting together the themes of the tale told with
the previous narrative setting. Of the stories, I must especially say
8

Conlinued on Page 43...

City Garden
Bordered by conactc,
the midsummer garden
has lost its promise.
The hardiest plants

are brittle and browning.
Mice have dug holes in the dry soil.
their burrows hiddm
under bits of foil and paper.
The fties outnumber the bees.
Of aJI the ftOW'Cl"S,
anly the four-o'clocb thrive.
but their small ~llow blossoms
will not open till evming.

Night
The fan is useless.

The laundry sarung
across our room
barely sways.
YOU watch late night
public television.

- Mary Ann Toman

Lcooard Bernstein discusses

Arnold Sc:hoeoburg.
I nurse the baby.
Below our window
Angel's mom smokes
a thin fragrant cigar.

- Mary Ann Toman
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Silently he comes,
pausing for calculation.

I need no sounds
to tell of his arrival.
Do the blind need eyes
to feel the shade of a tree?
His eyes see what
I have not seen.
He sees the·aeek is narrow,
he sees the need for a bridge.

So stones must be heaved
leaving clay socket wounds.
Stones round as loaves
plunged into place,
stacked like the skulls
of an ancient genocide.
Spiders are made refugees,
lizards skitter in a Burry of panic.

When the bridge allows crossing
he defects with a leap,
grinning in triumph.
He on one side,
I on the other,
a siclcle-sbaped causeway between.
-Joy Reid

There comes yet another
with sword gripped in puddled palms
with plumes for courage
with shield as ward
greaved and helmeted he comes
comes to sink
toes
arch
heel
careful in crusted sand.
My ears bat-tuned cup every SOWld:
the aunch of shell
heave of raw breathing.
I feel terror
as a spider fingers prey
hung tremulous
smell sour fear
mist nsmg.
What is my sin that l am stalked?
Can the bear choose
to cast off claws
was my counsel sought
for this Gorgon form?
About the stones
seal wet and sleek
be scavenges for honour
crouched in caution
so that muscles
crack
thighs equine quiver
so solemn be seems
so bent upon this heroic quest.
The sky's shield turns body to brine
mouth to dry sponge
yet still be comes
the low salt swish of restless surf
screens the hiss
of snakish companions how I long
to savour the slippery spurt
of release
I am tired of statues and the plaintive cries of gulls.
-Joy Reid
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After Hearing
dea,~he>£
of an Unknown iii"D.ke.-.bell
Person's Death
Tonight the clouds' drops oo the leaves
Speak strange and distant words instead.
Hush! Quiet! - Listen how the breeze
Gasps out the sickly saatching wheeze
I've heard all night. alone in bed.
How closely to the rain's caress
I've listened. searching for the root
Of all the wind's uneasiness
While groping branches scrape and press
The pane with leafy faces mute.
- Father Nikodim

this is the key
to unlock all that stored moonlight,
starglow. dusk. twilight.
perhaps you should keep it safe,
perhaps in your shoe.
open up
like the Red Sea before me.
break the hills of Arkansas wide open.
i want in.
the Seelie Cowt awaitsi doubt Tink will be there.
the crowd stopped clapping years ago,
before my mother was born,
before my grandmother lost her virginity.
their hands grew embarrassed.
their bands sought out podcets, beer bottles,
car doors. and elevator buttons.
their hands yearned and were silent.
no oae clapped their bands.
my neioe Lexie would clap,
her sister Cassey would too.
their tiny hands make wings,
knee highs stretched over clothes hangers.
the Wright Brothers never flew so high.
Stevie Nicks would clap, she would.
i know she would.
her bands would flash a tambourine
hands that weave music out of silence.
she wouldn't let the poison
have Tinkc:rbell
wouldn't let her spirit shrink small
and &U into the aadc.s of cement.
e.e. cummings would clap.
big. loud hands.
hands that crafted a world of poems.
hands that loved Jove best.
yes, his clapping would di.spell a shadow.
his bands would shine.
i am knocking.
my knuddes bruised.
waiting at the doorlet us in.
let your hands out.
let your hands believe
Swiftly, let your hands sing.
- shannon gray
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I
Following the pebbles
through the velvet
night

as I
grew stale.

Ill
Gretal
would have
stayed
forever.

I think she even
came to like
the old womanwitch or no.

Mother looked at
Gretal

with eyes of
green fire.
It was inevitable
she'd try
again
and
when the second
chance ocx:ured..
she must
have raked
the courtyard with
a feather
to leave
no stones ....

She was used
to the work,
and gathered stray
spells
in her spare
time.
She would stand
before my cage
and mutter to herself;
glancing my way
with a speculative
eye.

rv
Days flow
like riversswift with

emotion
II
In the dark. ancient

drawn by
the siren call
of
like to like-and I,
as always,
followed.

She sang
her way
about
the kitchen
as she
made my mealsand over her
shoulder
loomed
the oven.

or

trees.
it was Gretal
who found
•way-

v
I had never
seen my
sister
happy,
until I was
imprisoned.

VI
It wasn't easy
to persuade my sister
to her duty.
Her loyalty
to kin
was always
loose
at best,
learned
as it was
at Mother's knee.
Ambitioo warred
with what
little love
was left.
Only promised
futures
convinced hernot shared
pasts.
Left to her own
will,

sluggish with
ennui.

She goaded me
to join her
songs-

I lived 1
lifetime

But, being for
the cookpot,

behind the witch's bars
alooewith
thoughts and

I couldn't take
thinp
as lightly ...

And left my skull
for the aows.

and all my
sonpwa-e
dirges.

- Adrienne Ric

I think she would have
sudced the marrow
from my bones
like wine.

Swedmeats.

Gretal
grew strong
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c2\coro
by Charlotte L Taylor

Megan had not done before. It was too close to
reality for Megan and she had preferred to base
her stories OD imaginings of what Symeli's
Otherworld must be like.
In response to Megan, the papers fluttered a
little with a warm breeze. The scent changed
from oranges to a fresh one of dirt and grass.
Megan's mind immediately pictured an open
field filled with tall, green grasses and bright
Oowers in springtime. Symeli smiled from her
impish face framed with a fiery blaze of tangled
hair, before fading mostly from view and then
back. She liked it. Megan smiled, if Symeli
liked it, the story was certain to be a success.
The papers burst around in a gust of oontrolled
wind up towards Megan, away, and then out of
Megan's grasping bands. She laughed, trying
to grab the story Symeli bad sent randomly
flying about the office, until the swirling papers
suddenly stopped with a familiar almost silent
pop, as Symeli was frightened back into the tree
and out of sight There was an emptiness as
even the scents of the Symeli's presence
disappeared as quickly as she did Papers
Outtered gently to the Ooor as the door of her
office was opened.
Megan froze on her hands and knees. The
giggles turned into a startled gasp when she ·
caught sight of her husband in the doorway.
Then. she grinned up at him, her mood too
great to be destroyed by his harried look. She
was done with her story and bad all night to
remove the exhaustion from his face, the cricks
from his neck, and his certain hunger, As a
page of her story settled in front of her, Megan
grabbed it, feeling the fading vibratioa of
distant resonating magic.
Jack dropped his briefcase with a thud and
disgust crossed his face. He began to slam the
door to leave, but stopped. "What is wrong with
you?" His shouts echoed through the silent
room, causing Megan to cringe. "Look at
yourself You've gone nuts, Megan.
Completely nuts. When are you ever going to
grow up?"

... through tears hidden by the nighJ, Jon's
eyes caughJ a glimpse of an ember of fire in the
grass next to him. Gingerly, he reachedout
and, as he took the strange thing into his palm,
the glow faded After a moment his eyes
focused,and he realized that it l4W' just an
acorn. He was obou: to toss it mw.iy, but a
closer look revealed the small leaves peeking
outfrom a crack in the shell. He didn't believe
it, but after rubbing his fists into his eyes the
sighJ wa.s still there. Hejumped to his feet,
laughing. It wa.s the fairy. She had come back.
She wa.sn 't trapped in the body that had been
destroyed. She hod found a new hostfor herself
in this world and survived She-

with

a violent gust of wind

across the desk, the new short story Megan bad
been reading took a flying trek into the air.
Megan grabbed at the scattering papers to no
avail as they Outtered away and settled to the
Ooor. She followed them ooto her hands and
knees. It was then that Megan heard the
twinkling laughter ooming from the direction of
the oak sapling in the large clay pot near her
desk. She jerked her bead towards the sound
and saw the swirling color of glittering wings
between her and the slender tree, which was not
much taller than Megan's waist. As she
watched, a thin body began to focus into a
taogtl>le presence and perched on one of the
branches. A familiar aroma of sweet oranges
filled the air.
"Symeli," Megan said, smiling. She hado 't
seen Symeli in a while and it was good to have
the little creature back again. especially since
the completion of her latest submission. Symeli
had helped with ideas for the story and had
worked with her OD the finer details of hosting
and hosts for beings coming into this world from
the Otherworld And the story included a
creature similar to Symeli and her fairy-like
presence in the oak tree, which was something
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tall into his arms. She wanted to do anything to
bring bade what they had once had. She wanted
bade the times when they'd had the time to love
each other, when they bad composed and read
poems to one another in the park, and when be
had still played the piano and took the time to
sing for her. The long ago images swept
through her mind with the speed of a life
flashing before the eyes at the moment of a
possible death. His hands slid down her arms
and he took her bands in bis own. kissing them
before grasping them tightly. "Come away with
me. Megan,• he pleaded. •Just for a little
while. Get away from this office, from your
writing-e-"
"My oak.• she finished.
"Yes, damn it: he said. "Get away from it
all. It's making you aazy. Me aazy. Let's get
away."
•Jack,• she pulled her hands out of his
grasp and watched his eyes intently trying to
make him wdastand. "It's a tree. You're
becoming jealous of a tree. Don •t you
remember. You used to love the affection I gave
to iL I used to amuse you and you loved me
more fur it. You know how it affects my
inspiration for writing. You've always known
that."
"Then stop writing.• he said. throwing his
bands up into the air.
"What?" She couldo 't say more as angry
words rushed up and tangled oo her tongue.
"I make enough to support us both, now.
The practice is doing great,• he said. "You
don 't have to work anymore. Just give it up.
We'll go away fur a while. and when we come

Megan looked down at herself, her smile
turning sardonic, as a seemingly ancient
memory filled her. There was a time when Jack

would have laughed hysterically at finding her
on the ftOOI' of her office, peering between the
lea~ ofber oak tree like SCllDe charac::terfrom
her books. He would have joined her.
pretending to search her oak fur some sign of
magic and then they would have ended on the
flOOI' together laughing and ldWng. There was
a time when be bad almost believed, or if not
believed, found it amusing that she pretended to
believe. Wbatewr it was, be bad loved her odd
ways. She looked back up at Jack. her eyes
shimmering in the pale fluon::scmt light, She
let her thick, brown hair &11 bade in front of
her eyes as she stood.
•Grow up.• she echoed. Her soft brown
eyes pierced his searching fur the lost trust. He
didn't wda'stand her like be used to. He bad
changed. and Megan was wandering if their
mmiage could survive that change. They'd
supported each other through school and she
had cootinued to take care of than as be warked
bis way through medical school and
residencies. The hectic living had taken its toll
on his cme6ee lifestyle and when he had
finished and settled into his &tber's practice, his
dreams bad c:banged. He bepn to long for a
6unily life, a couple of kids, a dog. and fur her
to do less and less wark. He bad grown out of
his dreams and into his 'reality.• She had
drifted farther into her drams with her writing.
She couldn •t let that go. But could Jack
wda'saaod those dreams again?
"'Yes, Megan,• he said. stepping closer to
her. "We graw up. and you must graw out of
this.• His fingers touched hen, beginning to
caress her lightly calloused fingertips. She
jerked away &om his touch and the pleading
look in his eyes. She leaned against the desk.
ahsaitly piling the pieces of story oo the comer,
smoothing out the wrinkles, her mind racing.
She'd laughed it off before when he'd told her
that be was ah.id that she was beginning to
believe her own tales and aDSWa"edthat perhaps
they were true. Since then, his concern had
grown into these scenes of disgust where he
refused to even talk to her anymore. He watched
her with fearful conocm when she watered her
oak, whispering softly to it or singing gentle
lullabies. His eyes followed her with worried
contempt when she left for her office to write.
Megan jumped when his hands touched her
shoulders. He turned her to face him, his face
full of the old love, and she almost wanted to

back ... "
"When we come back, what?" she asked
softly. "You'reaslcingmetogiveupwho I am.
You're asking me e:xacdywhat you said you
never would. When we got married, we agreed
that we weren't going to give up our dreams for
one another. This is my dream. Jack. To write.
And I am succeeding. I can't stop now."
"I don't want you ... •
"It's what you're asking of me. Jack." She
answered. "It's me. Jack. I'm a writer, and the
tree... " She stopped. Nothing she could say
would make him understand. Anymore.
"Megan." he called after her as she fled out
of her study.
"I can't do it." she screamed back. She ran
down the stairs and out the front door into the
blackness outside. She didn 't bother to tum the
porch light on. Just stood in the dark and
breathed the air deeply into her lungs as a
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growing into a screech.
"How could I?" he answered, pushing
him.selffrom the door. "Because I love you. I
always have. And always will. And you gave
your love to a tree. A tree, Megan. You loved
a tree more than me. You treated that thing like
it had more life than me. More feelings than
me. And I'm your husband. I married you. I
gave you my life and you should have given me
your love, but you didn't." He paused. "YOU
pursued foolish dreams. Foolish writing.
ramblings."
"I had more than enough love fur both of
you!" she cried out. "But you wouldn't take it.
I had enough time for everything. but it wasn't
enough for you. You wanted more of me than I
could give. You wanted me to change after we
married. You wanted me to be what I wasn 'L
You wanted me to live entirely fur you ... But
what about me, Jack?" She turned beck to her
sapling. Her fingers ached to reach out and
when she did she felt SymeJi's weak presence
still in the oak.
"M~"
Jade whispered. She turned
away before he could touch her and wrapped
her arms around the pot. She pidced it up and
walked past JICk, stopping in the doorway to
pidc up the broken branches to lay co top of the
wet stump. "Megan!" Jade said sharply fiun
the top of the stairs. She dido 't answe:r him and
instead pidced the olk up again., balancing it
precariously co her arm. It was heavy, but she
didn't care. She had to bring what was left of
the tree fur Symeli.
"Stop." He ordered. "Don't leave me."
She did stop, her head bent over the pot
aadled in her arms and a tear rained co the
broken and battered stump. As she pushed the
aacked door open, she looked up at Jade, all
her pain and loss glistening in her C)"S. "You
knew how much she meant to me." It was the
last thing Megan said before she walked into the
night. A soft wind tousled her hair and she
thought she could smell Symeli's magic co that
breeze. She could almost smell the forest and a
fuzzy picture almost formed in her mind. It
gave her strength to continue down the steps of
the porch and leave the door of the house wide
open behind her.

cooling breeze dried her tears. She slumped to
the stairs and for an instant felt like the boy in

the story she just finished writing. aying in the
night. She was alaoe fur the mcment and it was
exactly what she needed to collect her thoughts.
She leaned her forehead against the cool metal
railing and the realizatiao slowly hit her, like an
acorn splitting open to let the leaves of a new
sprout tree. She could make it again m her
own. If Jack couldn't be what she needed him
to be, or she what he needed, she would survive.
She turned sharply when the door fhmg
open and the porch light Oidcered ee, breaking
the quiet peace. She saw Jack there, a pile of
branches dangling across his arms, his &cc
shadowed fiun her. Megan &oz.e and her heart
stopped. She dido 't know if it would ever start
again at the sight that was before her. Her last
breath froze in her throat and she fumbled
against nausea, feeling her stmiacb boiling
inside her. "Ob, gods!" she blurted,
saambling to her feet and nmning up the porch
stairs.
She stopped before Jade and reached out her
fingers to touch the branches be held in bis fist,
but she couldn't. She knew the presence that
she wouldn't feel and she couJdn 't do it. Her
eyes sought Jade's, but he simply watdled her
reactions. "What have you done?" she asked.
He didn't answa- and she ran past him
jerking out of his grasp when he dropped the
oak branches to grab her. She nn to her office,
tore open the door and SlaRd. She rushed to
the side of her massaaed oU, &lling to the
knees that had become too sbaJcy to support her.
The sapling was pnmed to nothing but a tiny
stump surrounded by a scattering of dying
leaves. It seemed a cruel parody of the real
trunk it would have grown into. Megan could
bear Jade in the doorway,watdling her. She
ignored him and gently touched the trunk with
her fingertips. A shimmer of leftover magic
greeted her and &ded.. She tock her finger
away and saw a tiny bit of red mingled with the
sapling blood. She rolled it between her thumb
and finger before finding anything inside her
hollow soul to tum to Jack with.
"Why did you do this?" she asked. "YOU
betrayed me. You ... How could you?" her voice
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FiMBULViNTER
by D. Sandy Nielsen

B

realcfast consisted of the last three eggs.

placing bis bare bands against the ice, he pushed.
Aage strained with all his might, his arm and leg
muscles flexed and twisted with the exertion, his
feet dug deeper into the earth. When his frigid .
fingers bad no feeling left in them, be shifted bis
position, found secure footing and pushed against
the unrelenting berg with his shoulder. Still it
refused to give. When his shoulder felt like it
would pop it's socket, he switched sides and
exerted himself equally with the other one.
Finally he faced the cabin and put the flat of bis
bade upon it and laboured against his slow march
adversary. At the point of muscle fatigue, be
stopped and caught his breath. The only
impressioa he made was his boots into the
ground. The Funbel Glazier never noticed bis
presence. The Fimbul Glazier brought about by
the Fimbul Winter.
"A solid attempt, undoubtably. I've tried, as
I always will," he said wearily as he had said
incalculable times before. He straightened and
stretched out his kinks. Aage headed bade to the
cabin.
Geri Freki danced around his feet as Aage
stopped to examine his handiwork. He'd just
completed it and scarcely in time. He'd
laboriously jacked up his small abode onto two
massive logs, then joined them together with
heavy aossbeams. It was a sled. And when the
Fimbul Glazier finally reached the log's points, it
would push Aage's dwelling before its
devastating advance.
Aage looked looked up at the wall and
saw two large blade ravens fly away from
somewhere above the ice sheet. Their sight
jogged though and memory to times past.
Eventually be looked bade down to the immense
sled and stroking bis long white beard murmured,
"At least it will keep me two steps ahead of the
Ragnarok."

Aage would miss the eggs, but there was still
plenty of frozen bacon, and bread for toasting.
The larder would last. Aage libt.rally smeared
butter ao the warm toast and watched it melt into
the grooves. Laying aisp bacon strips on the
toast, be chewed it contemplatively while staring
out the picture window.
The wall of blue-white blocked all else from
view. The rays from the emerging sun reflected
off it and shone through the glass to illuminate
Aage's meal, causing him to squint his one good
eye. The rough wall glittered lilce diamonds
obscuring most of the stone, wood, and other
rubble that it bulldozed in fron of it's unrlenting
path evmtually to grind the debris under it's
immense bulk.
Aage drank the last of his thiclc blaclc coffee
and cleared the table, putting the dishes in the
sink. It was time for bis methodical morning's
work. He combed the aumbs out of his long
white beard, &steoed OD his mulcJuks, put ClO his
long, blue-grey, down park.a. and stepped out the
door of the log cabin. His tired bones creaked as
be made his way down the makeshift steps.
His two faithful Husky oompanions, Freki
and Geri, yapped around his feet at bis
emergence, He tossed them each a shank of
frozen meat, which occupied them while be made
his way towards the wall. The wall that was
close, far too close. lmperceptJ'bly close ever
always.
The bite from the wall penetrated to bis
marrow as be neared it, but the chill was not from
the cold. He craned his neck bade and stared
towards the summit lost somewhere high above.
What was its height? One mile? Two? He
looked back down and stepped up to the wall.
Clearing some rubble from below, he found
firm purchase for his feet, leaning forward and
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someone else take the beating for a change?"
Aphrodite could see this argument would
not cause the beach to rdum to her place. The
goddess disappeared, returning later as the beach
was making her way~
a great rippling
prairie. The grasses shone red as wildfire under
the noonday sun. Rabbits and spotted cats hid in
the thic:lcets of fifteen-foot high sunfiowers,
watching this land formation that was unfiuniliar
to them a-awl past. Aphrodite became a sea-turtle
and made sure her weeping could be heard quite
plainly as she approached the.beach.
"Why are you aying?" asked the beach.
"And aren't you an awfully long way &am the
ocean?"
The turtle turned her bead right and left
in the gesture of the~· "I have to lay my
eggs! But where? I've always put them into the
sand, near the water where my babies must go
when they are born. Where am I to have my
children?"
"Turn around and go baclc where you
came from. If you will only angle your travel, you
will find another patch of shore. rm hardly the
only bank capable of taking your deposit." The
beach replied not unlcindly, but thinking the idea
ridiculous to assume that she would find her
oooscience leaned upon by one silly turtle, "Why
did you come all this way after me? And how did
you find me?"
The turtle moaned, feeling the pressure of
bee approaching moment of delivay. "I've come
to this particular place all my life to lay my eggs.
This is the spot where my mothec laid me and my
brothers and sisters. And her mother before her
came here, too. It is heredity, and I can't change
the dictates of my species. I found you because I
could smell you. It is a scent of saffi'on and gold.
Please come back or my fiunily will perish."
The beach did not answer for she didn't
know how to. She had long borne the burden of
others' survival. She was no longec strong enough
to do this. All things in the universe wore out

ne day the beach decided she

wasn't happy anymore. She left to go oo a journey
inland, seeking the new advmtures of forests and
mountains, perhaps the solace of a desert of dry
but romantic mesas. There bad to be something
more to be experienced in her timeless existence
than the salty ocean.
The goddess Aphrodite was asked to
persuade the beach to return her sectioo of shore
to its proper place. There was a careful balance to
be maintained with nature. The sea was often
restless but the beaches must be coostant; they
wtre the ramparts of the lands of the world.
Aphrodite appeared on a broad swathe of
road, bloclcing the path of retreating coast. The
beach had hem advancing slowly at this point
anyway, entranced with the sight of heather and
white roses that ooe didn't normally see on the
seaside where she bad dwelled since the
beginning. She stopped when she saw the
goddess, the roll of ginger dunes bundling up
behind her into scooped sculptures not \Dllike

sandcastles.
The beach sighed, prepared to defmd her
actions and her freedom. "How did you find me?"
Aphrodite pointed to the dribble of color
that stretched for miles, the directioo the beach
had come from. "You left a trail of pink shells."
"I will not go back," said the beach
defiantly. "rm bored there. Have I no right to seek

joy?"
"You've left a hole in the battlements
which the tides will rush through. The country
there wiJI be flooded and many things will die."
The beach rippled which was her way of
frowning, a thoughtful undulation that exposed
bits of mother of pearl scattered inside her. But
she answered, "I have long been battered by those
tides. I've been expected to endure them from the
very first moments of solid ground, Why can't
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bells ringing across smooth orange-rocked steps
which were swept clean daily. The slopes were
covered with pine trees and marigolds. Beyond
that were valleys so deep that the shadows were a
constant purple in the afternoons, lavender at
daybreak. And beyond that, faintly, she could see
the seas. For this was the roof of the world. All
things were visible from this point.
Aphrodite appeared, her red hair
billowing over her shoulders. She pointed a marble
finger toward a faraway body of water.
"Do you see out on those waves, to that
little boat?"
The beach tried to avoid the very sad face
of the goddess, instead focusing on the way her
dunes gleamed an azure blue up in this thin
atmosphere until she could barely distinguish
herself from the sky. The sky was close enough to
touch. It reminded her of the reflection ofSlDlsets
in the water. and how these would lap onto her
until she seemed to be washing her face in heaven.
"The fishermen can't get home to their
families. They believe the great flood has come
again because the familiar marks of coastline have
vanished," Aphrodite reported.
The beach rose and dropped in tiny
billocb, the gest\D'e of shrugging for a piece of
malleable land. "But they will hardly die out there
for being unable to return. There is plenty to eat.
The ocean is a great provider."
"They will run out of fresh water."
"I don't have fresh water for them."
"But they must first set foot on you,"
Aphrodite argued. "You are the point of
connection for so much life."
"You were born in the sea and you say
that to me? My sister the sea is the connection for
life. That is where everything generated."
"If the sea's the womb, you're the cradle,"
Aphrodite said gently.
"There's nothing there for me."
Aphrodite stared hard at the beach.
"Nothing?"
The beach felt her sands shift. erenalated
into lines and spaces as if hundreds of crabs had
marched ashore. She was uncomfortable, as if a
memory pressed, reaching for her heart.
"You passed through many places lately,"
Aphrodite pointed out. "Why have you stayed in
none of them? You haven't even lingered. You
have kept moving constantly since you left the spot
where you've been for eons. Even travelers on
pilgrimages to Delphi's oracle stop sometimes.
Why haven't you?"

eventually, Could not a strip of sandy land suffer
entropy, if not erosion? Couldn't she save herself
by fleeing the location of that destiny to build
another fate? She was sorry for the turtle, of

course, but she had dreams of her own.
Aphrodite let the beach get out of sight
before she changed form again. She swooped
down at the beach, flapping white cormorant
wings. She settled with an exhausted thwump on a
coil of driftwood that had ridden the beach's back
the whole way.
"Where have you been?" the bird asked,
exasperated, feathers shivering on the point of
collapse.
"I beg your pardon?" The beach barely
glanced at the cormorant, being more interested
in the rise of snowy peaks she was gradually
ascending. The air was unbelievably aisp and
sharp here. The grains of her sand froze until they
were like diamonds. And there were swirls of ice
the wind carved upon the cliffs, each resembling
the eye of a hurricane.
"We looked for you, my flock, all ofus as
we flew across the water. We'd been hunting and
were coming heme. But home was gone! We flew
and flew, seeing only the sea beneath us. .. " The
cormorant broke off with a sob.
"So where is the rest of the flock?" asked
the beach suspiciously.
"They fell! Into the sea! We can't fly
forever!" The cormorant sagged, her head dipping
toward the shelter of one wing as if she badly
needed sleep.
The beach rolled slightly, freezing sand
in crystals as bright as the bones of beached
whales. She imagined the birds as their wings
broke upon the effort to fly forever. But what could
she do? It was too late for that flock. They had
fallen to drown in the ocean.
"Please come back." the cumorant said,
seeing the hesitation. "There are pelicans and
kingfishers and long-legged herons who need you.
So many! Can you not hear them, even from this
distance? The ocean is never really too fiir from
any point in the land for you to not hear the flocks
struggling to come home. We speak )'Ola name
every time our wings move, and all the words for
sand are in our cries,"
"I'm sorry. I really am," said the beach.
"But I can't go back there. I would only be going
back for you and that isn't a reason to return."
The beach journeyed on until she was at
the top of the tallest mountains. Looking down she
saw villages in pink stone, temples with bronze
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The beach would have closed her eyes
had she possessed any. Instead, she hunched until
she meandered parts of herself into circles and
crescent shapes, other indentations that mimicked- something unindentifiable. Footprints perhaps.
"Could it be you miss home?" Aphrodite
asked, seeing the marks that were appearing
across the beach in a form of stigmata.
"There is nothing for me to miss," the
beach replied.
The goddess of Jove held every gem of
emotion as a special intuition. She leaned forward
and whispered, "Circe."
It was one word and a name. It was an
icon of footprints, which were naturally what the
conchate shapes the beach strewed across herself
were meant to imitate.
Circe, the beautiful witch, came to the
beach to dance in the tide. She would chant
toward the swollen moon and sigh for it when it
waned. She slept amoog the rushes to ingest
dreams, and she gathered shells there. Sooletimes
she just sat and mused, feeling the glorious cool
sand between her toes. Her light footsteps were
ever sweeter than the touch of the tides, her voice
a song above the roar of the waves.
When Circe walked across the sand, the
beach felt each step in the kiss of amethysts and
amber. -Even when Circe drove those Greeks
across the dunes in the shapes of pigs! But the
beach understood that those men had been pigs
under the skin anyway. The witch had reached
inside their most intimate thoughts until they
were transformed.
The Greeks had believed Circe was a
terrible sorceress for this. But the beach knew that
Circe merely bad the power to put everyone in
touch with the feelings they kept hidden from
themselves.
"Why did you nm away?" Aphrodite
asked.
And the beach knew. Circe had wrought a
simple magic on her as well, simply by coming
there every night. The beach had discovered the
secret in herself: and it was such a small, petty
secret that she was ashamed.
"I was jealous of Odysseus," the beach
admitted. "I should not be capable of love, or of
desire, or of abandoning my piece of coast. But
Circe has created all these things in me. These are
longings beyond what sand ought to do. She can
stroll across me, wrap herself with serpents as she
does a lunar saraband over me, cast herbs into

fires she builds upon me. But I can never hold her
as Odysseus does, nor caress her with more than
the shifting of a dune across ooe of her elegant
feet, nor kiss her with more than a few grains of
sand blowing onto her lip."
Aphrodite bent down and tenderly
brushed the tips of her fingers across the sur&ce
of the beach.
"Odysseus has abandoned her," she said.
"Every night Circe tries to run to you in her grief:
but you're not there. She has nowhere but her cold
tower to see the moon from. The tides that have
taken over the places where Circe used to dance
are relentless."
"But ifl return, Istill can't ever have
her," the beach complained, all the moisture
stored up in her sand rising to glitter.
AphrOdite mwmured, ~you are the only
one that will ever really have Circe. All men will
leave her desolate. Her magic will never bring the
love she seeks. She will ever return to you for you
are the foundation of her magic, the sanity she
clings to when the ocean thunders in her skull.
And in the end she will die, as all aeatures must,
even sorceresses and women of the moonlight
She will be buried within you, I promise. It will be
your arms which will hold her for infinity, your
breasts of dunes that she will rest against."
The beach stared off toward the seas
visible from the roof of the world. She couJd hear
the flapping of flocks of sea birds, as the
cormorant said she couJd from anywhere upon the
land. She could feel the eggs of the turtle nestled
and waiting to be born in the gilded particles of
her skin. She could see the fishermen on their tiny
boat, bobbing on the indigo water, trying to find
their way back to her. And she couJd taste its
longing for Circe.
"Will you return?" Aphrodite asked,
knowing in her instincts that love gave the beach
no other choice.
"I will," the beach replied as she turned
slowly to roll back toward Aeaea. She couJd be
content to be such a lover, to be both bed and
grave, holding more than mere human arms ever
could. She would be Circe's monument, finally ...a
tender and sensitive possessor of all that made up
the history that was Circe, the witch.
As the beach moved, picking up speed.
she recreated a pattern across her surface.
Aphrodite recognized it as a memory ripple of
Circe's bare footprints, running all the way.
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DO~N A.MONb THE FINbE·I~
HA.<7S
by Stepan Chapman
charges, and that was that, as far as the trolls were
concerned.
The finger hags were somewhat different. They
in the Norumian Mountains, north of the
lived in caverns beneath the eastern mountains. They
Capsulate Sea, there was a river valley between two
delighted in ambushing bands of travelers and poking
mountain ranges, which was known as Eggrot's Valley. them with the points of their silver spears. Like the
The valley produced barley and smoked yak meat and
trolls, the hags demanded payments of human flesh.
clover flour, half of which went as taxes to the Tsar.
They collected fingers. What the hags did with the
· The Baron Eggrot supervised the peasantry from his
fingers, no one dared guess. Some of the serfs blamed
residence, Eggrot Keep.
the hags for the endless winter. But what do serfs
Every day, the Baron's daughter, Tilka, carried
know?
buckds of water from the Eggrot River. The Baron's
The prolonged winter troubled Baron Eggrot. So
sons, Olvar and Olfin, spent their days riding the
he sought advice from the head of a wise wizard, which
Baron's horses. Harvests were steady. The women
the Baron kept in a cedar box under his bed.
cooked good blade bread. The children were &t and
The head told the Baron that he must send his
happy. Life in Eggrot Valley was rough but
eldest son, Olvar, forth from the Keep. Olvar must ride
comfortable.
into the eastern mountains and give himself up to the
Then came a winter such as no one in the valley
finger hags. He must go down into their realm of
had ever seen before. The hills vanished beneath
caverns and must plead to be given a flagon of the
snowdrifts. The river froze solid. Half a year passed.
Water Of Melting. Olvar must then return with the
and the river wouldn't thaw. The killing winter
flagon and pour its contents onto the frozen river. Only
persisted long after the stores of barley gave out. The
then would the river thaw; the spring return.
wailing of women filled the icy pine forests. It seemed
The Baron closed the cedar box in a foul mood
that spring would never return to the land.
indeed. He disliked the idea of sending his son and heir
Some of the serfs packed up and left the valley. on such a hazardous quest. He decided to send one of
But getting out was not a simple proposition. You could his guardsmen instead. If the guardsman never came
follow the river east through the eastern mountains, or
back, or came back half eaten, that would be a
west through the western mountains. In winter,
misfortune. But it would be better to lose a guardsman
travelers in the narrow passes were imperiled by
than to sacrifice a son and heir.
avalanches and ravenous wolves. But even in swnmer,
A loyal guardsman was chosen, a man both
the western mountains were swarming with toe trolls,
steadfast and well-spoken. Baron Eggrot explained the
and the eastern range with finger hags. Consequently,
mission to him. The guardsman put on his full-dress
the people of Eggrot Valley avoided unnecessary
uniform, kissed his wife goodbye, mounted a strong
journeys.
The barbarous
brown mare, tweaked an icicle from his mustache, and
toe trolls were famous for their practice of waylaying
rode east, leaving a trail of hoof prints in the crust of the
hapless travelers after dark. The troll bands would
snow.
menace their captives with spi.ked iron maces. Usually,
Four days later, the horse came back to the Keep,
they spared such travelers' lives. But they would charge with the guardsman bound and tied to his saddle. He
the travelers a certain toll, in return for "safe passage,"
was stark naked .. His skin had been dyed bright yellow,
and the coinage of this toll was human toes. The trolls
and his hair had been bleached white. Two of his
wore their toe collections on necklaces. where the toes
fingers were missing. He wept loudly. Thus did the
turned black beside bear claws and blackbird beaks.
finger hags return him to the Baron Eggrot.
Those who resisted the trolls' amputations were clubbed
The guardsman's wife cut him down from his
down and eaten alive. The toe trolls had no tolerance
horse. She was glad to have him home on any terms.
for disrespect. Certain journeys entailed certain toll
Seeing no alternative, Baron Eggrot laid the task on

Once.,
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Olvar, who was generaJlyconsidered the bravest of the

family. Olvar put on his coat and hat of black bearskin,
mounted his hardy black steed, and rode toward the
rising sun.
On the third night of his journeying, Olvar slept
beside his horse in a narrow mountain pass. The
moonlight made the shadows very black among the
rocks. Bony hands shook Olvar awake. He was
surrounded by a ring of cackling hags. Their silver
spears and their topknots of white hair shone in the
moonlight. They marched him along a trail, then
pushed him into a pit. Groping around the bottom of
the pit, Olvar found a narrow passage cut through solid
rock. He crawled down the passage. A trap door fell
out from under him. He fell through the roof of a
cavern, into a shallow pool. He stood up, waist deep in
water. He found himself in a vast grotto lit by torches
and thronged with giggling hags. Among the bags
stood their queen, twelve feet tall. Her gown was
entirely covered with mummified fingers.
Olvar addressed the Queen loudly. "Are you the
Queen Hag? Well, look here, Your Highness. Before
you start doing any cutting, let me propose a wager. I'll
talce on your best fighter,~? Fair fight. Knives or
fists, it's up to you. If I win, you give me a flagon of
the Water of Melting. Ifl lose, you can do with me
what you will. What do you say, your Highness?"
The bags sent Olvar back to bis &ther. They
sent him without any flagon. They sent him home tied
to his saddle, stripped naked, and painted bright pink.
He retained all his fingers and toes, but his face was a
bloody mess. The hags had relieved him of his nose.
Thus they disfigured the first-born son of the Baron
Eggrot.
The Baron yanked open the lid of his cedar box.
The head winced, like an owl caught in daylight.
"Olvar has failed!" the Baron shouted at the
wizard's head.
The head blinked. "Are you asking me for further
advice?" it inquired. "Obviously, you must send off your
second son."
"What's obvious about it?" asked the Baron.
The bead yawned.· "I'm a wizard," it said. "I just
brow these things."
The Baron shut the lid of the box and summoned
his second son, Olfin, who was generally considered the
cleverest member of the family.
Dutiful to his father, Olfin dressed himself in
his yak-leather vest and breeches and his yak-hide cape.
He mounted his handsome white stallion, and set off
across the snow-shrouded hills.
On the second day of his journey,he had to
lead his horse aloog a narrow ledge. All at once, there
was a noose around his ankles, and a party of hags were
dragging him through the snow. They dragged him to
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an oaken chest, threw him inside, and latched down the
lid. Jarred about in darkness, Olfin lost track of time.
Then be realized that the chest was filling with water.
With the strength of panic, he broke the chest's iron
hinges and threw off the lid. He found himself standing
waist deep in a subterranean pool which served as the
throne room of the Queen of the hags. Olfin squinted at
the torches. The Queen and her throng of hags stood
silent and watched him closely.
Olfin cleared his throat and addressed the hags.
"Dear Grandmothers,"he began, "I come to
petition your gracious assistance in a matter of vital
importance to the valley folk. My father. the Baron. is
in dire need of the Water of Melting. If you kind ladies
would spare me a small flagon, Iam prepared to offer
you any two of my fingers. You can pick whichever
fingers you like best But no thumbs, you understand.
lfthwnbs are involved, then the deal is off. I'm very
firm on that point."
The Hags sent Olfin back to Eggrot Keep.
They sent him home tied to bis white stallioo. They
sent him home naked and painted blue. At first he
appeared to be uninjured. But he had nothing to say to
his father about his failure, because the hags had sliced
out his tongue.
Baron Eggrot was ftaious. He threw open the
cedar box. "Olfin has failedl" he stormed.
"Oltin is your secood soo?" asked the bead.
"That's right, and the finger hags have cut out
his tongue."
The head's face twitched nervously. "You
have only one recourse," the head proposed. "Your
third son."
"I have no more sons, you bonehead. I've sent
them both."
"No third son? Are you quite sure?"
"Of course I'm sure. My only other child is my
daughter."
"A daughter? Can she ride a horse? I suppose
she'll have to do."
"What?!" said the Baron. ''Send my only
daughter down among those bloodthirsty cannibals? I'd
sooner go myself!"
"Go yourself1"' said the bead. "That 's an
idea."
Baron Eggrot slammed down the lid of the
wizard's box and called for his daughter, Tilka. Tilka
had ash blonde hair and beautiful green eyes, but was
generally considered somewhat simple. She listened
carefully to her father's explanations, nodding her head
all the while.
Then she tied back her hair, put on her
deerskin coat and deerskin boots, mounted her frisky
gray pony. and set off towardthe east, letting the pony
trot across the river ice.

That night, as Tilka sat beside a fire, a band of
hags rose up from the snowdrifts around her. They
aimed their silver spears at her heart. Tilka bowed her
head and knelt before them. The hags bound her wrists
behind her back and blindfolded her eyes. They
dragged her into a cave and through a winding passage
carved from granite. They took her to the throne room
and pulled off the blindfold.
"Your Grace," said Tilka, "the people of the
river valley are dying. For their sake, I beg you, please
consent to give me some of the Water of Melting. If you
will make this gift. Kind Grandmothers, you are
welcome to all of my fingers and toes, welcome to my
hands and my feet. my arms and legs. You are welcome
to my heart, my eyes, my breath, my blood, my deerskin
coat, my pony, anything. But afterwards, Just
Grandmothers, please save the farms of the valley folk."
They sent her home with the flagon of sacred
water. They sent her on her gray pony, smiling.

But the bags did tie Tilka to her saddle naked.
And they did dye her skin bright green, from head to
toe. And they did shave her hair into a topknot.
Olvar came to be known as Olvar the Ugly, and
Olfin came to be known as Olfin the Mute. Tilka was
called Tilka the Far Farer, because she delighted in
traveling up and down the length of the Eggrot River,
and even to other parts of the Norumian Mountains.
Tilka had no fear of the nocturnal visitations of the
finger hags. She was even rumored to have dined at the
Hall of the Toe Trolls.
Years later, after her father's death, and after
Tilka's hair had turned white, she wore it in a topknot
again, as if she were a finger hag herself.
Certain journeys entailed certain rewards. And
that was that, as far as Tilka was concerned.
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ROBERT REED:

an interview
Hailing from as unlikelya place as Nebraska. Robert Reed has gathered momentum in the science fiction
field since 1986 when he won the Gold Prize from the L. Ron Hubbard's Writers of the Future Contest. Since
1987, he has published eight novels, and well over 60 short stories - some of which wa-e collected in bis short
story collection The Dragons of Springplace. Among his many distinctions, bis novel Down the Bright Way won
the Imaginaire Award; "Decency" won the Asimov's Reader's Poll for Best Short Story; "The Utility Man,"
"Marrow" and "Decency" were Hugo finalists while "Chrysalis" was a Nebula finalist; and collected in various
Year's Best anthologies were "Marrow,""Chrysalis," "A Place With Shade," "The Remoras," "Guest of Honor,"
"First Tuesday," and "Wbiptails."
Reed's greatest artisitic storytelling success has to be his sense of wonder. He can draw the reader a
wonderfullystrange alien invasion hmnan-born ("Birth Day") or what at first appears to be a mundane, not-sopleasant, pheasant-huntingtrip ("Savior"). The canvas upon which Recd paints his stories is broad indeed. The
outer limits of bis imagination seem yet to be charted. Kristine Kathryn Rusch wrote that the "quintessential
Reed" is "excellent, intriguing, and thoughtful." David G. Hartwell names his strength as "range," which Gardner
Dozois renamed as "versatility ... no one Robert Reed story is ever much like another Robert Reed story in tone or
subject matter."
We spoke at the 1999 ConCussion in Omaha, Nebraska.
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arm and stopping - and there's the ball.
Everyone starts applauding. I think it was the
US Open because an American audience would
do that. McEnroe just shakes his head. He's
been doing this for so long so much of his day
everyday is playing tennis, he's just
internalized it.
"Mud Puppies" was an exception.
knew it was a good story, but that was the story
I sent to the contest after I sent it to several
markets. I was pleased with the response. It
was several years later before Icould start
really selling stories. Just because of that one
success - and I bad a couple other sales - even
selling novels, it dido 't translate into
immediate sales. I had to win over other
editors with other projects.

How did you first approach learning the
writing trade?
I'm self-taught. At one point as a teenager, I
thought it would be a fun way to make a living.
I worked on a novel - a very, very bad novel working long-hand in a spiral notebook. Then
I found out "This is a lot of work," so I gave it
up for a few years. And then I went baclc [to
writing] in college and decided this is going to
pay my tuition - ten years later, it could have
helped my tuition, but it took about that long. I
read a lot of science fiction - more than Iread
now. I read other genres. Itried to write things
Iwould like to read - to entertain me. It took
years before I could sell anything at all.
How many stories lW:lS it between the writing of
yourfirst storyand your 1986publication of
gold-prizewinner ''Mudpuppies"? What had
you to leam first before you started selling?

What had you to learn beforeyou began to sell
steadily? What do you consider to be your
touchstone story; that is, the story that pointed
you in the directionof sciencefiction?

My best example [of selling a story] is
watching John McEnroe play tennis on TV.
He needed another ball, and it was coming at
him at a screaming pace. He unconsciously
caught the ball with the racquet, slowing his

It was so much hit-and-miss for so long. I did
well with "Utility Man.,, Other stories didn't
sell, and I would have to rework them.
Sometimes they would sell later on. "Chaff" I
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"Decency," [asks] what is the right thing to do
if a aeature is in pain, and I have a character
who knows exactly what to do. One day I was
running and a squirrel was running circles on
the bike path. I got up close to it and it bumps
into my leg. Its head was bashed in, got bit by
a car. I decided someone has to do something
about this, and I look around like there's a
aew out there to take care it No, no ooe is.
The decent thing to do is to kill it. How do you
kill a squirrel? What do you do? Do I get a log
and start chasing it to death? People walk past
and ask, "What's that man got against
squirrels?" So I decided I would drown it. It's
half-dead anyway. I sort of usher it down (to a
pool of water] and the thing fought me the
whole way and I drowned it. I felt kind of
virtuous about the whole thing afterwards.
[The story] was based upon that.
The truly largest concept I oou.Jdthink
of was "The Shape of Everything." whidt
involves an ancic:ot man talking about an
instant that happened in his youth - at the
same time that everyone is celebrating. they
figured out why the universe is shaped as it is,
where you have galaxies. It was writtc:o
originally for an anthology that didn't take it in
England, which was based upoo the premise of
J.p. 's. It bad to have something about music.
So I had this idea that all galaxies are giant
records. The ancient version to these
galaxies... all the stars are aligned, dispersed
to give information to the far future about how
life was baclc when the universe was a good
place. There was life even when it was all
radiatioo and much smaller and mudt hotter.
There were other forms oflifethat were rapidly
dying in the cooling conditions in the universe.
And they left behind these momentos which
were galaxies. I thought it was a wonderful
mindplay on the whole thing. It's a vast scaJe.
On the other hand, I have this little story that is
the oenter of the story for me, not the science,
but this young woman is hearing this extremely
old man talking about a time he first danced
with a woman when be was just a kid and she
was a lifeguard at a camp. It's a very small
story oo the one hand, and the largest possible
story on the other. I think that's one reason
Jim Turner put it at the back of [The Dragons
o/Springploce]: he thought it was a
philosophical closer. My stories favorite stories
are [more personally linked].

knew was good. Right aroend "The Remoras"
I realized something's organically changed in
me - without having to treat every success as
some miraailous gift. It becomes innate.
I doo 't know where the letters are on a
keyboard. I have long since so intc:rnaliud
that I can type. I just kept practicing enough so
that character, plot. and other elements just
came naturally. It bas become more fun, easier
to do certain things: like sllpe..-writing where
I'm finding out what's happening as I'm
writing it That was one of the things about
"The Ranoras" that I really keep it to me.

Do )'Oii still lK>ny about getting novels
published?
Ob )Uh. I was talking to Connie (Willis] last
night and she still worries about it. You have
to appreciate bow paranoid writers are. The
imagination can be very paranoid. You can see
doom in everything. She worries about
meeting deadlines. I asked what did her agent
tell her; they areo 't going to get too angry - I
guess, they could kiclc you.

How do yo« incorporate the "large concept"
into a story, whether it be politics, myth, or
science? In such stories as "Whiptai/s" and the
deeply moving "Savior" there is an
underc1lrrenl of current or, rather, ongoing
polilical situations. Do you begin with an
issue and create the analogy? Or do you
simply have an image, a scene, or a character
in mind? For instance, how did the story
Saviorcome about?
Wheo I have an idea and write down a title, it's
supposed to remind me of everything I need to
know. I don't need to write down a bunch of
ideas about the story. With "Savior" I had
written it down and forgotten what the hell
story that was going to be, but then I
remembered. Originally, it was about a
grandmother, but now I made a grandfather:
"What horrible thing did you do in the war,
Granddad?" What is the context to decide,
many years later, to decide whether what a
person did was right or wrong. I have no
answers. So far as I'm concerned. it's an openended story. I don't tell you what the man did
is right and how he should respond to this.
Oftentimes I draw these large concepts
and put them on a universal scale, but
generally they're little things that happened in
my own stupid little life. The story before this,
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What

Hemingway's novel influenced your
development as a writer? Inside and outside of
of sciencefiction, what novelshave impacted
you most as a writer in his development? What
stories?

do you believe is or even should be the

direction of science fiction? What role should
it play in our society? How do you use such a
role in your own sciencefiction?
Vonnegut's quote that science fiction writers
being the scouts [of society] may be dangerous.
I do think books like 1984 make a difference in
the sense that they become cautiooary tales. I
doo't believe what I do is so very important
that anybody's going to bother with it in thirty
years in that it wiJI be directing any public
policy or debate. It'd be nice to be important
that way.
Much of what I've learned in the past
ten, fifteen years is that science fiction is a
business meant to entertain. As for any great
sense of what I think science fictioo will be, I
just try to entertain myself: banging things
together that interest me. I have a narrow little
life: I have my fish ponds in the back, I read
things, and Lincoln [Nebraska] is not exactly
the center of the science fiction world. I think
it helps me in certain respects. I have no
interest in writer's workshops, but I know
professiooaJ writers who wouldn't publish
anything without having their workshop go
over it first. That to me is odd.

I didn't read Faulkner until later. I
mean I couldn't. I think you have to be a
certain age or a certain wherewithal to even
begin to read him. There are certain works
that I can't pretend any real knowledge of
him. I read Absalom, Absalom. I understand
what happens but there are stretches that I
don't know if it's the whiskey in him or the
(difficulty] is with me. Some of my favorites
include Light in August, parts of the Sound and
the Fury, and his collection of short stories. He
was a Vtrf good short story writer.
As for Hemingway, Farewell to Arms
is about the high point for me. The Sun Also
Rises I never really enjoyed. I always thought
that would be better done by Woody Allen.
You have this nymphomaniac in love with an
emasculated man. There's some ground there
for some real comedy that never was. Farewell
to Arms is the first time I realized it doesn't
end well; and life goes oo, in that case.
You have to read and reread the first
chapter of Farewell to Arms. As &r as I'm
concerned it's one of the best written things
I've ever read. When Hemingway was writing
well, he was a spectacular writer: a guy who
bad this cadence, a very simple elegant style.
Others might disagree. I would never say this
in Locus, but Benford rewrote Hemingway's
The Old Man and the Sea. His science fiction
versioo really made me appreciate who
[Hemingway] was-the diffecences between
the writing ... at least it did for me.

Do you ever seek the advice of another writer?
or another reader? Howdo you decide whaJ
'MQrksfora story: what to keep, to throw our,
10 expand. to make less of?
No. My wife sometimes reads a story when it's
been published. Audiences have always been
abstract things. They're nice to have - in large
numbers. to a degree. I bad two different
people do the Myer-Briggs personality test. and
I essentially ended up being INTJ, which is
introverted, intuitive, thinking, judging, which
is one-half of ooe percent of the population and
they're labeled the scientists.
My stories are basically thought
problems. I work them out to my satisfaction
and send them off. I'm interested in criticism
and what people say and don't say. That's one
of the saving graces of this attitude: I'm
perfectly wiJling to destroy everything I've ever
done to try it again, "Well, I was all wrong.
Now I'm going to try something else."

Inside and outside of of sciencefiction, what
novels have impactedyou most as a writer in
his development? What stories?
I started reading science fictioo in late
teens. I started writing the stuff almost when I
started reading. The early to mid-seventies
were a big time for Ursula LeGuin, James
Tiptree, and Gene Wolfe. Those were my
three. The otbec person I've always, always
enjoyed reading in science fictioo who bas
absolutely no sense of charactec and other
things I'm interested in is Arthur C. Clarke.
Rarely do I have a sense of drama - it's the
speculations that I find interesting. I've never
read Heinlein, much. When I have, I haven't

It 's interestingthat you site Hemingway as an
influence since I sense a little more of
Faulkner's country sensabilityseepingimo
your writing. What exactly about
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enjoyed it - another admission I don

't make in

floor reading "The Women Meo Don't See. ..
It's difficult to say what strict inftumce any of
those have had on me.

Locus.
Outside of science fiction, one of my
fawrite ldvaiture books I've read is
Endurance about the Shackleton Expedition.
In the science fiction sense, E:ndurance is one
of the boolcs I would strongly recommend.
Mickey [z.udcer Reichart] was making noise at
one panel about not liking Man against Nature,
but boy it is a wooderful stuy. The Shaddetoo
Expedition goes down to Antartica to winter it
out in the ice caps, with all this stuff meant for
brutally cold. dry weather and the boat gets
frozen in the ice and they don 't go anywhere.
After a while, the boat starts to collapse. After
months, the mission is to live and get out of
there. It's just like one damn thing after
another, this incredible odyssey. I don't think
it lost a man. It's desperate. it gets worse and
worse, and you think it can't get worse and it
gets worse. There's this wooderful point late
in the book: they finally get to an island to a
whaling station. The men are waiting in these
crudely made mud buts in the boats. eating
nothing but raw bird eggs and living baby birds
for weeks on cod. They have this newspaper
from World War I that they've been reading
over and ~ again, and they haven •t washed
in mootbs, they've beco going through this
deprivation. yet he thinks to himself: "I've
never been happier" - as genuine a moment I
can think of. That's one book I would suggest.
There arc many books.

What makes a good story? and what makes a
good story great?
There's some pretty pat answers for what
makes a good story: interesting characters,
good writing. something that grabs )QI. a twist
« two, and makes )'OU go, "Oh. wow... Some
writers arc able to write charac:tc:rs who cast
shadows, who could vote. Faullcner had some
characters that could vote. They're more finely
realized than real people. That's the way it
seemed when J was reading it, They're black
marks on white paper and don't have a life of
their own. Holden Caufield in Catcher in the
Rye. a character which starts from the very first
page: you want to hear about my life and all
that David Copperfield crap, you're not going
to. That just about killed my parents.
Everyone has their idea of the great
book: that sense that it stays with you long
after you read it. I talked about [Ian McLeod's]
"Summer Isles" earlier today. At one point I
stopped reading to tell my wife, "I'm really
enjoying this, .. and I just don't do that much
anymore, not with science fiction,
unfortunately. I'm not even saying it's a great
story, all in all, because it lost steam, in a
sense. More things happen and there's a
resolution. Now I would do whatever it took to
buy that story as an editor. You got a real
sense of the character that you just don 't find in
a lot of work anywhere.

What advantage do you havefrom reading
Leguin; Tiptree, and Wolfe?
Ifl was born without having writers to read. I
would have never been a writer. So obviously
all these things play into it, I don 't know who
had the greatest influence. As much as
anything, Tiptree's suicide has more influence
on me than Tiptree.
I try to instill in myself when I'm
writing some sense of what I felt when I was
reading them, when I read them all the time
with great pleasure. I try to grab that sense of
story. Each had their own strengths and
weaknesses - as do we all - but Gene Wolfe
always had these moments: images that have
stuck with me over the years. LeGuin's worlds
were always very interesting. even though they
were ordinairy, earth-like. She played the
games with the human sexuals. With Tiptree I
follow this raw energy when she was at her
best. I still remember I was on the bedroom

"Guest of Honor" could be read as the
relationship between author and reader. At
what point do you say, this is my theme. Do
you start with a theme? Or revise with the
theme in mind?
I think that's an interesting interpretation.
really like it. I think it's fun.
It's all a big conscience dream. I'm
walking around in a dream, except it's more
coherent, hopefully, than a dream. My dreams
are useless in terms of writing. I wake up
thinking that would be quite a story. I write
something down and look at it the next day.
Boy, that's the biggest load of crap I've ever
seen. No, but when I'm writing, it's a dream
state. Things will occur to me, and I will see
systematic elements. This story is about loss,
it's about cannibalism -- most ofmy stories in
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advice I ever got on how to write a novel was
from the [Nebraksa] state poet, a teacher of
mine at Wesleyan: ''You write like hell. And
you nwnber the pages." And that's basically it.
Obviously, it's more complicated than that or
secretaries would be wonderful novelists.
The other difference is with stories I
can do several at once. Ihave them in various
states of production. When I'm working on a
novel. that's about all there is in my life. l'JI
do that as Jong as I can until I'm absolutely
sick of the thing. Ican't see how Connie anyone - can work five years on a single novel.

some way or another have cannibalism
involved: symbolic or otherwise or directJy.
Most of these things are instinct. That's an
important eJement: where do you finish the
story, what is the location. One of the things I
hate to do is to introduce new locations late, so
I'll bring it back to a location you're familiar
with. It's done on instinct. Afterwards, Ican
see reasons why I'd argue that this is the
reason of my choice. Editors rarely take me to
task on any of these decisions; maybe they
shouJd. When I went to Bantam - with Betsy
MitcheJI, exceJleot as she is, a very good editor
- they gave editorial advice, but for the most
part my stuff is basicaJly left aJone. For good
or not, I'm doing this on instinct; it feels like
the right thing to do - Irarely have to defend
myself in any sense of the word. I actually get
my way. Marrow is going to have minimaJ
editorial changes, and I could have the disk
again, just go through adding a little here
adding a little there. Sometimes a few more
details might be helpful: to flesh it out a bit,
make more atmosphere. Itry to be minimaJ on
the language. Jim Turner commented on my
stories that I cover a lot of ground relatively
quickly - things are very dmse. He thought
that that was a good thing, Ihope. [ID11ghs]
Maybe now I should take him to task for that.
Maybe he was insuJting me and Ididn't know
it.

What do keep in mind while revising? and
when do you know it's done?
Ifl feel Ihave closure as a project and I can't
go near it anymore, then Ifeel it's done,
certainly for a while. At one time I would rely
on editors to reject me, so I could have another
shot at it. Unfortunately or not, I'm much
more likely to sell it to the first place I send the
story. What happens thm is it has to go as it
is. The editors in a magazine won't quibble
about a phrase here or a line there and Ikind of
wish they would because sometimes I look
backwards and think. "Well .... " That was the
thing about [LHagons o/Springplace] Iwas
able to "Oh, that wasn't the way to phrase thaL
I can change that for the better."
You shouJd be able to figure out where
everyme is at a given time - just the structural
elements of orchestrating everyone. There
shouJdo 't be any loopholes, any goofiness.
Certain elements I used to work very hard on the language - I no longer have to, for better
or for worse. I know if go through the story
three or four times, the language will work out
accordingly. There are places where it breaks
down, and I try to find those places when I'm
proofing at the end. There are some
advantages to word processors: I have a big
enough saeen where I can look at it, When I
do proofread them, I'm not one of those writers
who say, "Oh, that paragraph shouJd be down
below." If the paragraph doesn't work there, it
ain't going to work somewhere else. These
aren't cards in the deck that you find the right
pattern. Everything's an organic part of the
whole. You have to respect that.

How do you approach a novel as opposed to a
short story?
I figured this out on my first novel: generally,
I try to approach novels as being a series of
connected stories that are very tightly plaited,
so you call them chapters or whatever - you
have the breaks, but I deal with each of them as
a story essentially. I have many of the same
people in each story. In the past I've made the
point that I don't write with words. When I'm
writing, I'm driving over a landscape: and
now we need a ... and now we need a. .. and a. ..
[makes a series of hand-gestures and noises to

indicate the quick maneuvers one needs to
make when driving through a varied landscape
or plot] and then we're done. And that's how I
go through stories when I'm building them.
With a novel, it's a damn long drive. The best
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TH£ MOTHER TR££
by

Tia

Kathryne Kennedy
from. And it must be just the right one, else you
would never bond with it"
Tia clenched her fists, digging her nails
into the palms of her hands. "I am the last," she
said, "the last of the younglings in the Leaming
Tree to bond. The Mother Tree is the oldest and
wisest in the forest. Surely it could tell you
if...where my tree could be."
The old woman sighed, shifting
position on her mat. Well did she know the
feelings flowing through this y0W1g one! But it
was not time-she was not yet ready. She lifted
an arthritic hand and covered the ugly swelling
offtesh on the side of her face, long-buried
feelin~ awakening the old habit It was very
hard not to reassure this child.. "Maybe }'Om"
tree is just very special. The Mother Tree will
reveal all in the proper season."
Tia htmg her head, a saeen of light
brown hair oovering her face to hide the tears
starting in her eyes. She was all too fiuniliar
with the word "special". It was a kind way of
saying "different", and her eyes bad labeled her
different from the moment of her birth. Their
color was unlike any other tree nymphs, not the
browns of tree bark, nor the brilliant green of
tree leaves, but the pale blue of a summer sky..
Tia unclenched her hands and stared at
the half-moons her nails had carved into the
skin. Somehow she knew it wasn't just the
physical difference that set her apart. It was
something deep inside that made her doubt there
was a tree in the forest that would want her. lf
only she had been born a male! Then she would
have been taught the skills of Traveling. and
would not be expected to bond with anyone or
anything.
The old woman rose slowly, bones
creaking like branches in the wind. She reached
a knobby hand under Tia's chin and raised the
small face to look deeply into those strange blue
eyes. "In the meantime, you will stay with me."

pulled aside the woven mat

covering the entrance to the tree hollow. She
glanced at the symbol of the Mother Tree
warked into the weave and swallowed hard. Her
lip quivered and she bit it. This was her last
chance, the answer she sought must be here!
She let the hanging filll behind her and waited
for her eyes to adjust to the gloom. Dried grass
cushioned her feet and although she stepped
carefully, dust still stirred and tickled at her
nose.
The Keeper of the Mother Tree sat on a
mat at the back of the hollow; a dim, htmcbed
shape. Tia dared to look around, noting the
sparseness of the wooden cave. A large water
basket stood by the door, loose bits of escaped
fibers testifying to its age. A few items lay on a
narrow, ban<karvcd table; small baskets and
wooden bowls, sharp saaping stooes, beaded
seed necklaces, and a loog spear. A loom sat on
the other side of the room, looking as if it bad
been left idle for a long time.
"Welcome, child," said the Keeper in a
voice as dry as tree bark .. Tia approached and
kneeled in reverence, then looked up in hopeful
anticipatioo at the wizened old woman.
Gray, wispy hair surrounded a face as
gnarled and twisted as an old oak. Not from
age, Tia knew, but from birth. A lopsided
deformity the old woman was born with, a
feature that added to the reputation of the
Keeper of the Mother Tree.
"Have you found me a tree?" blurted
Tia, her anxiety overcoming good manners. She
crossed ha- arms and inwardly shivered. If not
for her desperation she would never have found
the courage to utter those words.
The Keeper smiled in understanding,
ignoring the formal greetings herself, and shook
her head slowly at Tia. "It's not that simple, as
you should well know. The forest is becoming
smaller each year, there are less trees to choose
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Tia

right, "said the Keeper, "I've only slipped-don't
frown so! Just help me up." Tia grabbed her
arm and pulled, then dropped it hastily at the
old woman's scream.
"Broken," whispered the Keeper,
grimacing at Tia's shocked expression. "Yes,
dear. When we grow old we can fall, even
though the tree tries its best to prevent it. And
at my age, even a short fall can break these
brittle booes."
Tia helped her into the hollow,
surprised at her slight weight, aware for the first
time of the fragile feel of the old woman's body.
She admired the Keeper's courage when they set
the bone, a task she thought was only performed
on younglings, who always screamed as loud as
they could.
Tia took a sharpened rock and scraped
bark &om the back of the hollow for their
supper, a special place the tree provided for their
meals. She thought of the other task she had
pa foamed today, and wondered how the old
woman would get her water if she left her now.
Surely SOOleone would come to help her, but
maybe it would be best to wait for the arm to
heal.
She shook her head angrily at the
thought And then what? Something else would
happen, and still she would not have found her
tree. She'd be alone, while the Keeper had her
boodmate. Jealousy stirred within Tia, and she
looked at the old woman with narrowed eyes.
The Keeper was no longer a help, but a
hindrance. Well, she'd get around her the same
way she had gotten around her mother.
Tia left early the next morning. Not
once did she look back.

stood near thetop of theMother

Tree and felt the solid strength of it under her
feet. The largest-tree in the forest towered
above a canopy of leaves, a sea of green that
made her want to weep. Somewhere, there must
be a tree for her! All female nymphs bonded
with a tree; nurtured, cared and died with it.
Surely the color of her eyes couldn't prevent
that, She lifted her face to the wind, nostrils
quivering at the sweet forest odors. Pine, birch,
maple and oak. They all teased her with
promise.
She sighed and skillfully made her way
down the huge limb, toes gripping the prickly
bark. There was a deep depression where the
branches forked and she drew fresh rainwater
from the small pool that had collected there.
Tia sh.mg the waterproof basket over her
shoulder and made her way down the side of the
tree, agile as a monkey. She dropped gn.cefuJly
ooto a larger limb, this one at least six paces
wide. The bark here was wmi smooth all the
way to the entrance of the Keeper's home.
She entered and looked with relief at
the empty hollow, then immediately felt
ashamed. The Keeper couldn't help the way she
looked, anymore than she herself could. Still, it
was difficult not to look at the mass oflumpy
flesh oo the woman's face. When Tia caught
herself staring, she'd look guiltily away, trying
to find somewhere else to rest her eyes. She was
tired of constantly being oo her guard.
Tia poured the water she carried into
the larger basket by the door, looking around the
room with envy. The walls bad a fine sheen, as
if loving bands had polished them for years.
She knew that to the one bonded to it, the walls
would feel warm and alive. Hesitantly she
reached out, placing her hands on the honeybrown surface.
She felt only the coolness of damp bark.
Tears ran down her face as she beat the waU
with her fist until it hurt. She must find her
tree! This feeling she bad of being incomplete,
of being utterly alone, was unbearable. She
could no longer wait for the Keeper's answer.
She would find her tree herself!
A slight shaking and a ruffled groan
interrupted Tia's thoughts. She raced outside to
find the old woman lying at the base of a smaU
limb that branched from the larger one. "I'm all

It was a strong tree, huge and
majestic, springing &om the earth in a straight
line to the sky. Tia lay on the main limb,
feeling the dappled sunlight playing on her face,
watching the sun's rays flicker through the
saeeo ofleaves. It was almost perfect, her tree,
even though she wasn't bonded toil But she
told herself that would come with time. She
would pretend, in the meanwhile, that it wanted
her as much as she wanted it. Her tree bad only
a small hollow, really just a dent in its bark, but
she didn't need much room. There was even a
few nuts stored in it, as if to make up for the
lack of a meal-providing area. And though the
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eater.

walls were cold to her touch, she polished them
every day with bee's wax. Soon, they wouJd
shine as softly as the Mother Tree's. One day,
its leaves would rustle with a voice that she
could understand.
Thoughts of the Keeper interrupted
Tia's feeling of contentment, and she rose
quickly to her feet. She didn't know why she
kept seeing the old woman in her mind,
shriveled and dying from thirst. Surely another
nymph gathered her water for her. Someone
would have called on her after such a dry spell!

Huge, round eyes looked into her own
and the thing quivered its antennae in her
direction. It scooted towards her, then back, as
if it was curious, yet wary. Tia watched its legs,
wondering how she could break the hold it had
oo the tree. She looked for tender places
between its hard skin. Then she no longer had
time to judge the best form of attack, for the
creature lunged at her, its pincers snapping only
inches away from her stomach.
Tia rolled baclcwards, then jumped to
her feet She flipped over the creatures body,
barely missed landing on its back. She jabbed
her spear at its leg, where it joined to the round
back-end. It stuck and she pulled, separating
leg from body. As soon as it was free of her
spear the creature scuttled around and faced her
again, snapping low. Pain flared in her shin and
she flipped again, stabbing at the other hind leg,
missing as she spared a glance for her injured
leg. If the leaf-eater disabled her legs, she
wouldn't be able to jump over it, and she knew
the wouldn't have much chance if that
happened ..
Again it turned around and snapped,
again she flipped, She let out a saeam as she
landed on her injured leg, &Jling bard on her
beck. It was on her in a heartbeat, snapping air
as she looked into its mouth, making her wonder
hopelessly what else it ate besides leaves.
Desperately she rolled against the side where it
had only two legs, and for a secood there was no
resistance. Then the aeature's legs collapsed,
pinning her beneath them, poking her with the
fine hairs covering the skeletal organs.
Tia grabbed bard and pulled with all
her strength, surprised at the slight weight. She
flung it over onto its back, and rolled on top of
it, spear poised at the soft underside, She called
to her tree, certain now it would bond with her.
She plunged her spear downwards and the thing
struggled beneath her, a wild, teeth-chattering
ride. She continued pushing on her spear, tired
and wanting this to be over with. A final attempt
by the leaf-eater to free itself; a convulsing push,
and Tia's hands slipped from the spear. The
world spun, pain flared in her neck as it was
twisted at an odd angle.
Briefly, she caught sight of the
creature, laying dead beneath her spear. Then
she was over the side of the branch, flailing at
air, falling through leaves that slapped and
stung. Catch me! She silently cried to her tree,

She shook her head and retrieved her
spear from inside the hollow. It was a
frightening weapon to make, as the end must be
forged in fire to make it strong. It was one of
the few times a fire wouJd be seen in a nymphtree, and Tia wondered, not for the first time,
where the art of spear-making had come from.
It certainly would not have been a nymph's idea!
She shrugged, slipped the weapon through her
belt, and made her way up the side of the tree.
She stopped underneath a branch,
listening intently. Yes, she could bear a faint
grinding sound, interspersed with loudly audible
clicks. Tia swallowed bard and quiclcly
clambered ooto the top of the branch, silently
making her way to the end of the limb. It met
another tree's limb, growing side by side,
occasionally twining smaller branches together.
On that other tree, close enough to be a threat to
hers, crawled a large leaf-eater.
It was surely a scout, looking for the
choicest of leaves, ready to lead its army to
where the best were found. She bad been shown
pictures of it in the Leaming Tree, but this was
the first time she'd seen a living ooe. Tia
wished that she'd paid more attention to her
studies, bad listened to her mother's advice to
learn all she oould about the protection of the
trees. She wiped off the sweat that bad suddenly
moistened her palms, and pu)led the spear from
her belt, brandishing it before her.
The worst pest she'd dealt with so far
was a white grub, a messy, revolting business
but hardly a threatening creature, This thing,
now, was much different. Its height was about
to her waist, but its body was as loog as hers.
And it was fast, able to dart in and out with the
pincers it used to clip through leaves. Tia shook
as she imagined those sharp, booked talons
closing around her throat. She took a step
baclcwards, then thought of her tree. Gathering
her courage, she crept closer to the ugly leaf-
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grabbing at leaves to break bCJ" fall. Then her
head exploded into bright lights as the air
whooshed from bCJ" lungs.
When she came to she was laying on a
branch of the tree next to hers; luck, not a true
bonding, had broken hCJ" fall. Fool offools! To
thinlc you could force something that can only
oome naturally. That tree was never yours, not
really. It would have let you die. HCI' sobs rose
from her soul and echoed through the still
forest It was a long time before she could stop
the flow of tears, gather hCJ" meager possessions
and wandCJ" aimlessly through the uninviting

Mother Tree into a new blanket for the Keeper.
She felt the soft fibers against her fingertips,
smelled the pungent odor of the tree walls, and
heard the moaning of the storm as it beat against
the bare branches of the tree .. She'd never felt so
alive as she did at this time, talking the winter
away with the old woman.
She was in the middle of telling an old
joke, stammering in her shyness " ... because it
takes two water sprites to hold it and another to
feed it the worm!"
The Keeper stared at Tia for several
seconds before she burst into cacldes of laughter,
holding her hand against hCJ' chest as she rocked
to and fro.
"You've never heard that one before?"
The old woman wiped tears from hCJ'
eyes as she shook her head. This girl had filled
these past months with more laughter than she
could remember, A sarcastic wit, but charming
nonetheless. She felt their closeness, and waited
for Tia to feel it as well. She noticed with a
secret gladness that Tia no longer seemed
unoomfortable looking at her, that those blue
eyes rested easily on her disfigured face,
Tia rose and fetched softened bark,
gently prodding the Keeper to eat • She sat baclc
on hCJ' bawches and watched the old woman
continue to chuclcJe between bites. She cleared
hCJ' throat and spoke quickJy, before she Jost her
courage to say the words. "You really like
talking to me, don't "jOU? I mean, not just
because the Mother Tree is dormant and I'm the
only ooe to talk to?"
The Keeper looked up abruptly, joy
exploding in her heart. Yes, Tia was the one!
She answered softly, gently, "Of course, Tia. I
happen to like you very much."
"My eyes don't bother you then?" Oh,
that hurt to ask. Tia bad never felt so exposed,
so vulnerable.
"As much as my face now bothers you."
Tia blinked in surprise. It bad
happened so slowly ... she held back tears as she
ducked her head to hide her face with her hair.
She let go a breath, unaware she had been
holding it. How could she tell the Keeper that
her face was now dear to behold? "You asked
me once if your death would have mattered to
me. I couJdn't answer you honestly then."
The Keeper watched the soft young face
through the strands of Tia's hair. She knew,
well she knew, what the girl was going through.
"It would matter a great deal to me now."

forest.
Tia returned to the Mother Tree only
because she bad nowhere else to go. As she
climbed the trunlc, she wondered who had
fetched the Keeper's watCJ" in hCJ' absence.
There was no reply to her call, so she boldly
entered the Keeper's home. Her heart raced at
the sign of the empty water basket, yet a part of
her, buried deep within, had known what she
would find
The old WQOl8ll lay oo her pallet, dry as
a drought stridcen tree. Tia rushed to her side
and sighed with relief at the sight of the rise and
fall of the Keeper's chest. She fetched water,
soaked it in soft barlc and squeezed it into the
woman's mouth.
"1 didn't really believe no one would
oome help you." said Tia, lying to herself as
much as to the Keeper.
The old woman looked up intently at
the girl, feeling the lie and hoping that Tia
would face it, "I 'm only visited when someone
needs my help," she whispered. "They fear
me .. .my face. Besides, would it really have
mattered ifl had died?"
"Yes, of course! You are the Keeper of
the Mother Tree!" As soon as the words were
spoken Tia cringed within herself: knowing that
she hadn't really cared at all. She was too intent
on her own desires to concern herself with
anyone else, and she'd learned long ago the pain
that path could bring. Yet, now she wondered if
the pain might be worth the journey. The old
woman closed her eyes and fell into a deep,
satisfied sleep.

The

tree hollow was warm and cozy

with the snow and wind blowing outside. Tia
sat at the loom weaving the symbol of the
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Springtime

anger well up within her. This was so unfair!
To make me love you. and then to leave me ....
The Keeper smiled tiredly at the girl's
bent head. "Don't cry, Tia. Spring is a time of
fresh beginnings, and the old must make way for
the new." The old woman sighed. How brave I
seem, she thought. Truly, I'm as frightened as
this yoongling.
They stopped in a small clearing, a
sun-filled empty space. The Keeper shrugged
Tia off gently and walked towards the middle of
the area. Tia stood, alone again. Only now, it
hurt worse than before.
The old woman turned and faced the
girl. She looked so small and lost. How would
she feel, after? A laugh rose from deep within
her chest as she raised her face and arms to the
sky. "Behold the new Mother Tree!"
Tia stared in mute wonder as the old
woman began to change. Old. bony feet
burrowed into warm soil, legs into young roots.
Arms grew into long, thick sturdy branches and
a strong tnmJc sprang towards the sky. For a
brief moment, she was half tree, half woman.
Her head was aowned with leaves, her arms
branched out to the sky, her face loog and
narrow. The skin was hardening so that her lips
could barely move, but her eyes still glowed
fiercely as she looked at Tia. "You have finally
found your tree, child."
Then the Keeper gave herself up to the
peace. the ageless tranquillity of the forest
sentinel. New buds sprouted and tender leaves
swayed with the wind. Tia could trace the
wrinkles of the Keeper's skin in the pattern of
the new bark:
She wallced slowly towards the Mother
Tree, gently ran her fingers over the coarse
surface. She noticed a particularly lumpy place,
the wood twisted and gnarled, and caressed it
lovingly. Yes, a bonding such as this takes
time.
It was well worth the wait.

came to the forest in a

burst of green harmony. Tia skipped behind the

Keeper as they began their journey, engrossed
with the smell of sprouting buds and fresh tree
sap. Never had she felt this light of heart, this
carefree. It no longer mattered whether she
found a tree or not. She couldn't imagine a bond
stronger than the one she now felt for this old
woman. "Not that I mind. but where are we
going?"

The

Keeper didn't tum, but flung a

breathless answer over her shoulder. "I'm not
sure, but I'll feel it when we're there." They
traveled from tree to tree along interconnecting
branches, the Keeper always choosing one that
was slightly lower than the last. Tia hadn't
noticed that they were moving downwards until
a swarm of butterflies ruffled the air around
them. Her mouth shaped a perfect "O" as she
watched them dance from flower to flower,
graceful and elegant in their wings of gold and
sapphire.
She frowned in puzzlement as the
Keeper slowly made her way down a broken
limb and stepped onto the forest floor. Tia
stopped before her foot touched earth. "You
want us to wallc on the ground, like animals?"
"Don't be afraid, Tia. Trust me." The
Keeper held out her hand, hoping that their
bond was strong enough to overoome this
natural fear. Tia still could not quite leave the
familiar feel of wood beneath her feet. The old
woman saw Tia's panic, and unwillingly
revealed one of her well-kept secrets. "The
Mother Tree is dying, Tia. The forest will need
another."
Tia felt a moment of true shock, as if
the world around her had lost all its color, the
happiness of a moment ago suddenly shattered.
"Dying? But that means. ..what about you?"
The old woman reached out a
trembling hand. "I need your help, child."
Tia's feet touched soft humus and she
suppressed a shiver as she hurried to support the
Keeper. They continued on across the forest
floor, weaving around bushes of fragrant herbs
and floundering through thick moss. Tia felt

The walls of the tree hollow were
warm to her touch; she could feel the sap
running as if it were her own blood. Tia
listened to the voice in the leaves as they rustled
in the wind, and she answered with a smile,
"You want to hear that old joke again?"
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Letters

of Comment:

ConJin11«lfrom Page 13 ...

Chapman's story, there arc a nwnbc:r of its type to be found in his
collection, Panot;rnm Music. h's cheap too: $2.99 + 1.00
shipping. Why do you want to buy this book from the small press?
Because small press keeps the lesser known and new writers in
print. Smnple stories, wr'he God of Dollars" & wr'he Heaven of
the Animllklrs," are on the web at

I lowd "The Tale of the Boalemann. •less fur its frame story,
altbouafi it WU mnusing md more fi:Jr the rewmcing Of the
1....- tale. Humpnal hlld. spme md elepnt style, and told.

dmmin& miry.
MydtJc Clrck fills Ill important md much neglected niche.

rm looking forward to seeing bow it eYOM:s.
- Kelly Seanmitb

•••

CO-EDITOR RESPONDS:
The cditms apologjz fiJr the physical appemance ofMC#2 l.
ffowC'Ya', ahboualt the dX>ice of materials settled upon may not be
the loveliest. we do not ~
the time nor the money fur a filncier
copy; hence, we deposited the mapzine in the hinds oflGnko's.
Perhaps we c:xpccted too much from a professional c:ompany.
Still, what must be remembered is that A) this is and always will
be small press, and B) we are dewted to aiding the budding
writer. We want to be mound fiJr new writers trying out their
newest petals and to encourage them as best we can.
Moreover, evay piece printed in the last issue (as well as this
issue) were c:bolm because of some merit. We receive plenty of
hi8li)y polished DMde:rial that either didn't suit the Spednlm of the
magazine, the needs of the bm (miry or poem), or simply lacked
taste. The writers we print experiment with the form. These arc
the writers who will survive. Or so we hope ifwe invest in the

future oflitenltUre.
Just because a piece is rejcc:ted here docs not mean
ncceswily that the writer will not go on to higher heights. I
myself might have been tempted to reject a few of Stephen King's
stories (thougb Gwenytb may have stayed my )w)d). Whal Ifound
in his Bag of Botta tale, was that the author had perhaps tried too
hard fur this literary sense tb8l NPR, my local newspaper, and
others were trying to give him. What I found was whal an editor
sometimes finds in a Oedgling main character. that the author
tried to make himself the main char1lcter without first knowing
what makes him interesting.
Kirsten Bakis' Bram Stoker winner for rll'St Novel struggles with
this too. All the pmqes with lead frmale narrator (as the author
is) are tepid while the pesHgrs D8l11llCd by side charackts arc
intensely imagined, fascinarin& wonderful.
A writer like WiJliam S. Burroughs, or Henry Miller, or
Charles Bulc.owslci can write about themselves in book after book
because the author lied about his dull self: spiced it up a bit, If a
writer wants to stick around, a writer must observe - whether
himself or the world - so that readers miles down the road will
want to read them too.
Again, it may not be enough to observe. The fiM::e of a literary
form is c:oostantly changing. refurming. It is a worthwhile practice
to experiment with narrative - perhaps with a byperrcalism or an
objectivism or wbldevcr~ism have you. The writer must make it
new since what he writes is always old and &milillr. But familiar
is good too, so long as it's casserole and not leftovers.

http://cent.com/abettinglLSc:hl.html &
http://www.mindspring.com/-toones/ministr/Daogatext.html.
Send )QJr bard-amed, half-a-hour-of-minimum-wage dollars to
Ministry of Whimsy, PO Box 4241 Tallebessee, FL 3231 S.
Fooling mound on the internet, fiJr those who enjoyed
Jacob's story Ifi>und she bas a set of poems posted at
http://home.earthlink.net/-tannluncUcharleejacobpoems.html
and
published a novel Thu Symbiotic Fascination put out by Neao

Publications (PO Box 540291, Orlmdo. FL 32854-0298) which
was nominated for best first horror novel by the International
Horror Guild.
Tony Ba Mil6n writes that he has a sbort~story
collection Tales from an Invisible ConJinenJ in English and in
Spanish out from his Flying Machine Publishin& PO Box 931221,
Los Angeles, CA 90093.
While you're supporting small press, why not support
)QJr loc:aJ Mythic Circle by subsaibing? Send )QJr bard-amed
$18.00 (includes SS mc:mbenhip to Mytbopoeic Society) to
Mythopoelc Society Onlen Departmnt
920 N. Atlaatic BMI. #E
Albambn, CA 91801
All writers or readers of Mythic Circle should feel free
to submit their publications fur review to

Treat Walten
SC322 US Hwy 175
Gleawood, 1.,.,. 51534
Letters of comment, suggestions, stories, or poems
should be sent here as well (or to
MYTHICCIRCLf.@llOTMAIL.COM).

FINAL CO-EDITOR NOTE:
Just a reminder tb8l this magazine is devoted to myth.
whether it be of the fir~fhmgfuture or in n1i.ns of our pest or in
)QJr bedcyard birdbsth. The editors are looking fur fresh
perspectives on myth (just take a look Milan's wildly imaginative
..The One-Eyed Bicyclist with the Amazingly Long Grin" or the
subdued poems by Mary Ann Toman)- make them up if you have
to! Send them to the address listed above.
lfwe find your work appealing, we may ask for a
number of rewrites; so be sure to include your email address.
Lastly, some readers may wonder: why Robert Reed? If
you arc wondering this, then you either may not have a) read his
work orb) fully understood the implications and possibilities of
myth. It can appear to merely examine a lea( it can swing a
sword. it cm appear to merely examine a galaxy. Ask yourself
how are myths aeat.ed?
Specialthanks to Shannon Gray whose quick. deft pen saved my
ass once again.

NOTE:
Jn addition to an interview, the next issue, the Phillip K. Dick
award-winner,The Troilca by Stepan Chapman (whose story
appears in this issue) will be reviewed. If readers enjoyed
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